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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 

OPTIMIZATION OF DRIFT CONTROLLED 

TYPE 2 STEEL TIER FRAMES 

This study develops a method for optimizing the distribution 

of structural steel in mid- and highrise braced framing systems to 

satisfy stiffness requirements as necessary to limit excessive lateral 

drift . This optimization procedure incorporates a term designated as 

the "deflection influence parameter", defined as the member deflec-

tion contribution divided by the member volume. Members wi th the 

highest deflection influence parameters are the least efficient in 

providing structural stiffness~ and are the refore modified by the 

optimization routine which systematically increases the appropriate 

member areas. The proposed method, although developed for deter-

minate pinned trusses, gives very close to optimal solutions for 

indeterminate single-bay braced frames. A computer program capable 

of performing this optimization routine for structures with many 

members is also presented, together with specific design examples 

selected to demonstrate the simplicity and efficiency of the method. 

Lawrence L. Duvall 
Ci vil Engineering Department 
Colorado Stdte Univ rsity 
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523 
Fa 11 , 1977 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The control of lateral drift is a major design concern for 

modern mid- and highrise structures, particularly as building dead 

weights decrease and height-to-width ratios increase. In the design 

of many high narrow buildings, the designer finds that a braced frame 

with members adequately sized for strength considerations results in 

a structure which drifts excessively under lateral loading. When 

this occurs, selected member areas must be increased to achieve the 

required structural stiffness. 

The objectives of this investigation are to develop a method 

for optimizing the distribution of materials to satisfy structu~e 

strength and stiffness requirements , to develop a computer program 

which will utilize this optimization routine for structures with many 

members, and to present the basic operation of and principles involved 

in the optimization method in a meaningful way so that the ideas 

encompassed can be easily understood and adopted by the designer of 

tomorrow's steel structures. 

A review of current design practices indicates that the 

approaches and procedures for designing braced framing systems differ 

among design firms and textbooks. Most approaches and procedures 

include approximations and simplifications necessary to make design 

in the pre-computer era practical. The application of the computer's 

computational speed and capacity to aid in the design of braced framing 

1 
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systems has not been explored to the same degree as has those for 

rigid framing systems. 

As an introduction to the optimization routine, a general review 

of lateral loads and building deflections is presented in Chapter II. 

This chapter discusses reasons for limiting excessive lateral drift 

in multistory buildings and provides an examination of the various 

deflection indices currently employed by today's designers. Chapter 

III provides a review of the design and analysis of braced framing 

systems. Common methods of providing bracing in mid- and highrise 

steel structures are presented, in addition to common assumptions 

and approximations often utilized in their design. 

Following this review, Chapter IV presents the basic optimiza-

tion method in a general and qualitative manner. Once the optimization 

procedure has been developed, two simple design examples, selected 

to best demonstrate the effectiveness and simplicity of the routine, 

are shown. Chapter V examines the topic of further research needs 

relevant to this area of structural engineering. 

The Appendices include information on the computer program 

written to perform the optimization according to the method presented 

in Chapter IV, and provides the designer with the information necessary 

to computerize the optimization routine. Appendix A is a users• 

manual for Program WTDl, complete with a discussion of the program's 

capabilities and data file structure. Appendix B examines the 

operating sequence and flow of control for Program WTDl and is 

intended primarily for the designer wishing t o create a modified 

version to suit specialized needs. A listing of Program WTDl is 

also contained in Appendix B. Appendix C presents three individual 
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design examples which are provided to familiarize the designer with 

the program's current operations and procedures. 

It should be noted that the majority of the information pre-

sented in this investigation concerns Type 2 steel planar midrise 

tier frames. For design purposes, static or 11 quasi-static 11 wind 

loadings have been assumed. 



CHAPTER II 

LATERAL LOADS AND BUILDING DEFLECTIONS 

The design of multistory structures to res is t lateral loads pre-

sents many interesting and complex problems. In the past , the design 

for lateral drift has often been secondary to the design for gravity 

loads. However, as building dead weights decrease and height-to-width 

ratios increase, the effects of lateral forces become increas ingly 

more significant, and may, in fact, control in the design . 

The purpose of this chapter is: 

(1) to present a general review of lateral loads, 

(2) to examine, in a general way, the structural response to 

these lateral loads, 

(3) to define the deflection index and present typical values, 

and 

(4) to discuss related considerations and approximations often 

encountered in design practice. 

2.1 Wind Loads 

The response of a multi story structure to wind forces depends 

upon a number of factors, including the shape of the structure, the 

influence of the terrai n and nearby structures, the lateral stiffness 

provided by the structure , the velocity and density of the air , and 

the direction of the wind with respect to the building orientation. 

4 
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Wind design is inherently a complex dynamics problem, although 

most current designs are based on consideration of the wind as a 

static lateral load. Mean wind pressures, known to increase with 

height, are often idealized by continuously increasing pressure 

curves. For design pur poses, these dynamic wind pressure curves are 

typically reduced to step wise statically applied pressures. It is 

further assumed, for simplified design load determination, that these 

static wind pressures may be resolved into horizontal wind forces act-

ing at each floor level on the upwind face of the structure (see Fig. 

2.la, b, and c) . 

Building codes, such as the Uniform Building Code {UGC) and the 

American National Standard Building Code (ANSI), provide maps and 

charts specifying recommended wind pressures based upon the struc-

ture's geographic locality and its height above ground. Obviously, 

the code prescribed methods are quite general and approximate since 

buildings vary widely in their shapes and configurations, no two 

structures share the same physical environment, effects of adjacent 

buildings differ as additional buildings are constructed, altered, or 

replaced by different structures, winds vary greatly in terms of velo-

city, and wind directions do not remain constant, even for a specific 

geographic location. 

If the particular structure is of unusual height, configuration, 

or purpose, or if the specific geographic location experiences unusual 

wind speeds and /or distributions, it is advisable to perform wind 

tunnel studies to determine the particular static and dynamic wind 

characteristics. 
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pressure distribution (b), and static wind forces (c). 
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2.2 Earthquake Loads 

Potentially destructive earthquakes can occur in nearly every 

region throughout the United States. It is for this reason that 

seismic forces should be considered in most structural designs. 

Earthquake loads are caused by structural distortions induced in 

the structure by the surrounding ground mot ions (see Fig. 2.2). The 

displacements, velocities, and accelerations produced by an earthquake 

are erratic and generally unpredictable in direction, magnitude, time 

of occurrence, and sequence. 

At present, two basic approaches exist for estimating earth-

quake loads: the quasi-static method and the dynamic analysis. The 

quasi-static approach, developed by the Structural Engineers Associa-

tion of California (SEAOC) and incorporated in the UBC and ANSI codes, 

simulates earthquake loading through the ca l culation of static hori-

zontal forces. The basic SEAOC formula, which intends to produce a 

structure that will sustain light earthquakes with no structural dam-

age or inelastic action, incorporates a number of coefficients and 

factors to account for the seismic risk or zone factor, the type or 

arrangement of the structural resisting elements or horizontal force 

factor, the building's fundamental period of vibration, and the total 

building dead load. The 1974 revised SEAOC formula, adopted in the 

1976 UBC, incorporates, in addition to those previously mentioned, an 

occupancy importance factor and a soil amplification factor, and adds 

a fourth and more severe seismic risk facto r for parts of the Califor-

nia-Nevada region. 
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Earthquake ground motion. 
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The quasi-static approach, although quite popular because of its 

relative simplicity, is extremely approximate as it is virtually im-

possible to rationalize this type of dynamic problem into an equivalent 

static problem. 

The dynamic analys is, becoming increasingly more popular due to 

recent computer techniques and applications, and which is required for 

major structures by some codes, idealizes the structure as an assembly 

of masses interconnected by springs and dampers. The dynamic analy-

sis can be based on an elastic response, or can be performed to 

account for the structure's inelastic response. The inelastic dynamic 

analysis more precisely predicts the forces generated in the remainder 

of the structure, but such methods are too complex for most designs. 

Problems with the dynamic method of analysis are that the analysis 

programs are quite sophisticated, requiring much background knowledge 

and understanding, and the earthquake and structural response charac-

teristics are generally difficult to estimate. 

2.3 Structural Response to Lateral Loads 

Many times, multistory structures adequately designed for 

strength considerations drift excessively when subjected to lateral 

loads. Control of this lateral drift is therefore imperative to limit 

perceptible building motion or sideway, to prevent damage to non-

structura l elements such as plaster walls and glass, and to avoid the 

damage or failure of equipment such as elevators and certain business 

machines. 

When subjected to lateral loads, a structure has the tendency to 

oscillate or vibrate. Typically, under wind loading a building will 
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vibrate (or respond) primarily in the first mode, while earthquake 

loads usually cause more significant contributions from the higher 

modes of vibration. Throughout the duration of the lateral loading , 

the structural deflection at the topmost level will vary in a seeming-

ly random manner ; possibly, during severe loadings, exceeding the 

specified design drift limit (see Fig. 2.3) . 

2.4 Deflection Indices 

Structural engineers typically use the term "deflection index" 

to 1ndicate a particular structure's drift characteristics. Two in-

terpretations of the deflection index exist; some designers interpret 

it as the individual story deflection divided by the story height 

(also known as the inner story drift), while others define it as the 

total structure drift divided by the total structure height (see Fig. 

2. 4a and b). 

For design purposes, the choice of a reasonable deflection 

index is extremely important. If too high an index value is selected, 

the building will sway excessively under lateral loads, while, if too 

low an index value is selected, system ineff i ciency in the form of 

unnecessarily high steel costs will result. 

Gaylord and Gaylord (1968) present a number of factors which 

should be considered in the selection of a reasonable deflection 

index: 

(1) the type of building use and occupancy, as enough lateral 

stiffness must be provided to prevent perceptible building 

motion, plaster cracks, and sway noises, 
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Structure centroid with no 
lateral load (plan view) 

Figure 2.3 
Motion of building centroid 
caused by wind forces. 
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(2) the stiffening effects of interior and exterior walls and 

floors, which actually provide additional lateral stiffness 

to the structure and are often otherwise ignored in the 

deflection computations, 

(3) the possible exterior shielding against wind loads, as may 

be provided by surrounding buildings, and 

(4) the magnitudes of the design wind forces, as some building 

codes may require higher standards with respect to strength 

and stability criteria than may be deemed reasonable by the 

designer. 

2.5 Typical Deflection Indices 

To demonstrate the subjectivity in establishing a deflection 

index, the following sources have been reviewed: 

(1) The Uniform Building Code (1973) does not specify deflection 

indices, stating that lateral deflections shou ld be con-

sidered in accordance with accepted engineering practice. 

(2) The National Building Code of Canada (1970) arbitrarily 

limits both the inner story deflection and the total build-

ing deflection to 1/500 in buildings with height-to-width 

ratios greater than four. The NBC further states that these 

limits may be waived if the design is based on a detailed 

dynamic analysis of the deflections and their effects. 

(3) The _Structural Engineerin3.. Handbook (Gaylord and Gaylord, 

1968) lists inner story drift indices ranging from 0.0015 to 

0.003, depending on the type of building, the type of con-

struction, exposure, and code wind requirements. 
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(4) The second edition of Structural Steel Design (Tall, 1974) 

references an American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 

Committee study which recommends limiting overall structural 

deflections to 0.002 times the height of the building. The 

Committee study further noted, however, that buildings with 

deflection indices exceeding 0.005 have performed satis-

factorily . 

(5) The Structural Steel Designer's Handbook (Merritt, 1972) 

references a SEAOC report which suggests limiting the inner 

story drift to 0.0025 for wind, and 0.005 for earthquake. 

The smaller allowable drift for wind accounts for several 

factors: wind motions occur many times in the life of the 

structure and should be limited for occupant comfort, during 

a severe earthquake the safety of the occupants and the 

survival of the building and its contents, rather than per-

sonal comfort, are of primary concern. Inelastic response 

is considered permissible for earthquake loading and will 

reduce the response computed using an elastic analysis; 

however, inelastic behavior should not result from wind 

loads except those caused by tornadoes and very extreme 

hurricanes. 

(6) Foreman, in her thesis "Wind Drift Criteria Currently 

Employed in Tall Building Design'' (1975), presents a review 

of drift indices obtained both from current literature and 

engineering firms which design multistory structures. De-

flection indices ranged from 0.001 to 0.005 depending upon 

the particular structural applicat ion. The most commonly 
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utilized index values fell in a range from 0.0014 to 0.004. 

Inner story drift indices were not so widely spread and 

commonly varied from 0.0015 to 0.003. 

Obviously, the computed drift is extremely dependent upon the 

assumptions and approximations used in the lateral load deflection 

analysis. These assumptions and approximations have not and probably 

never will be standardized. Higher deflection indices can be tolerated 

as the deflec tion calculations become more conservative in the assump-

tions employed. For example, larger computed deflections would be 

allowable if the contributions of nonstructural elements and the in-

elastic response of an earthquake loaded building were neglected 

rather than if the actual building behavior was fully modeled. 



CHAPTER III 

THE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

OF BRACED FRAME SYSTEMS 

Many methods of providing lateral strength and stiffness exist 

for structures subjected to lateral forces. Certain design assumptions 

and approximations are typically used with each method. Each method 

also has both advantages and disadvantages limiting its practical appli-

cation. Most importantly, the designer must know and understand the 

behavior of the selected system to insure a functional structure. 

The purpose of this chapter is: 

1) to define, in basic terms, a braced framing system, 

2) to present and explain a typical braced frame design, 

3) to examine several of the more common forms of lateral 

bracing used in low-, mid-, and highrise structures, and 

4) to discuss the braced frame deflected shape and present 

structure drift computations. 

3.1 Braced Framing Systems 

The American Institute of Steel Construction's "Specificati on 

for the Design, Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel for 

Buildings," (AISC, 1969) defines three basic types of construction, 

each dependent on the design and behavior of the beam-to-column con-

nections . These basic types of construction and their respective de-

sign assumptions are: 

16 
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1) Type 1, or 11 rigid frame 11 construction, which assumes that 

the beam-to-column connections remain rigid or unchanged 

with respect to the original beam-to-column angles, 

2) Type 2, or 11 simple frame 11 construction, which assumes that 

the beam-to-column connections are pinned or free to rotate 

under gravity loading, and 

3) Type 3, or 11 semi-rigid 11 framing, which assumes that the 

beam-to-column connections possess a dependable and known 

moment capacity. 

Both the Type 1 and Type 2 methods of construction represent 

idealized models of what actually occurs in a structure. Rarely, if 

ever, would any beam-to-column connection remain fully fixed with no 

angle rotation, or conversely, totally simple with no moment transfer. 

These two methods of construction, while based upon certain important 

connection behavioral assumptions, permit the more rapid and efficient 

design and analysis of steel framed structures. 

Braced frames are generally designed with Type 2 or simple 

beam-to-column connections. For design purposes, each connection or 

joint is assumed to be a frictionless pin, resulting in what is often 

termed a 11 pin-connected structure. 11 In actuality, these connections 

are typically bolted and have some moment capacity; thus their be-

havior approaches that of the Type 3 connections. This is recognized 

in the AISC Code, Section 1.2, by provisions \'klich allow Type 2 connec-

tions to be assigned wind moments when adequate connection strength and 

rotation capacity exist. Because these connection characteristics are 

difficult for the designer to determine, Type 2 connections are not 

often assigned moments from lateral loads. 
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Theoretically, an ideal unbraced Type 2 pinned portal frame is 

laterally unstable. Any lateral force of any magnitude will cause 

structural instability. For this reason, some form of lateral bracing 

must be incorporated into the frame to provide the required lateral 

strength and structural stability (see Fig. 3.la and b). 

Thus, a braced frame acts to resist all assigned gravity and 

lateral loads in addition to providing structural stability and the 

structural stiffness required to limit excessive lateral deflections. 

3.2 Structural Design Procedure 

The structural system in a typical multistory steel framed 

building consists of beams, girders, and columns, all of which must be 

designed to control working load stresses and to provide adequate 

stability and sufficient stiffness for drift control. In formulating 

a structural design procedure, it is imperative for the designer to 

visualize the manner in which the structure will resist the applied 

loads. As all structures must be designed to support the anticipated 

gravity loads (dead and live), this would seem to be the natural first 

step in the design procedure. After the basic building system, includ-

ing the lateral load resisting system, is chosen, lateral stability is 

initially assumed and the lateral support system is added and designed 

later in the procedure. The lateral load resisting system is given 

more and earlier attention as the building becomes taller or more 

slender and as the lateral forces assumed in the design increase. The 

fundamental braced frame design approach for most low-, mid-, and some 

highrise structures consists of: 

1) selecting the structural system, column spacings, and the 

lateral load resisting system, 
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Fig. 3.1 Type 2 frames, laterally unstab l e (a), and 

a laterally stable X-braced frame (b). 
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2) designing the floor system for gravity loads, 

3) establishing preliminary beam and girder sizes based on the 

gravity loads, 

4) establishing the preliminary column sizes based on the 

gravity loads, 

5) conducting a lateral load analysis, 

6) modifying member areas if overstressed, 

7) checking the structure for excessive lateral drift, and, 

8) modifying selected member areas as necessary so that the 

maximum permissible structure deflection is not exceeded. 

For combined loading cases, such as gravity loads and wind or 

earthquake forces acting simultaneously, AISC Section 1.5.6 permits an 

allowable stress increase of 33 percent. The final member selection 

should be based on the more critical of either the gravity load design 

or the combined load design. The effect of the 33 percent stress in-

crease allowed for lateral loads is often obtained by using the gravity 

load allowable stresses and 75 percent of the combined loads. When this 

procedure is followed, the designer must insure that the full design 

lateral loads are used in the deflection computations. 

Many mid and highrise structures previously designed for 

strength adequacy drift excessively when subjected to the design wind 

forces (see Design Example 2). Additional steel is therefore required 

to increase the structure 1 s lateral stiffness. The quantity of addi-

tional structural steel required for a particular building is a mea-

sure of the system efficiency. The wind premium concept, often uti -

lized in comparing system efficiences, is based on the additional 

steel required, above that required to resist gravity loads, to res i st 
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lateral loads and limit excessive lateral drift (see Fig. 3.2). In 

Figure 3.2, the rising gravity steel curve results from the additional 

column steel required to support the increasing number or floors. 

Note that the wind premium increases nonlinearly with increasing 

structure height. In genera l terms, the lower the wind premium with 

respect to the gravity steel required, the more efficient is the 

structure. 

With the many structural analysis programs available today, it 

is a fairly routine procedure to check member strength adequacy fo~ the 

design load cases. However, with increasing emphasis on structural 

efficiency and optimization, computer oriented design routines are 

becoming increasingly more widespread and popular. With the computer's 

high speed and storage capacity, it may soon be possible to design and 

optimize large structures for any number of design criteria, including 

gravity loading cases, wind loading cases, combined loading cases, and 

even structure drift limitations. Most design programs attempt to 

optimize a structure based on least steel weight criteria, performing 

design-analysis iterations until such time that a least weight struc-

ture satisfying all design constraints, is obtained. 
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3.3 Types of Lateral Bracing 

Single bay braced framing arrangements utilized to resist 

lateral forces in multistory steel structures include X-bracing, K-

bracing, full story knee-bracing, and many alternate forms of bracing. 

The X-bracing configuration is an efficient and popular method 

of providing lateral load resistance (see Fig. 3.3). Two variations of 

X-bracing designs exist, the statically determinate 11 counter 11 system 

and the statically indeterminate "fully effective truss. 11 With the 

counter system, only the tension diagonal is assumed to act in resist-

ing lateral forces. The compression diagonal, with a large 1/r ratio, 

is assumed to buckle, contributing no resistance. The fully effective 

truss has members designed to sustain either compression or tension 

loads. The counter X-bracing system is typically employed in lowrise 

and warehouse type structures (see Design Example 1, Appendix C), while 

the fully effective truss is most commonly utilized in mid- and highrise 

structures where all of the load supporting and resisting elements are 

generally quite large (see Design Example 2, Appendix C). 

X-bracing design and analysis assumptions and considerations 

include the following : 

1) Both variations of X-bracing obstruct an entire bay within 

the structure. For this reason, it is usually most con-

venient to place the bracing around elevator shafts, stair-

way walls, and other core areas . 

2) For a fully effective truss, both bracing diagonals must be 

capable of resisting compression loads without buckling. 
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Fig. 3.3 
X-braced frame. 
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3) If the bracing diagonals are connected at their intersec-

tion, their unsupported length for in-plane buckling is 

halved. 

4) Column shortening due to gravity loads and structure drift 

cause additional stresses in the bracing members. This 

effect is typically ignored in first order analyses. 

5) In mid-and highrise structures, gravity and wind loads 

acting in combination often control in the design of non-

bracing members. Especially affected are the lower story 

columns, which should be checked for these increased loads, 

and the lower story beams, which should be examined for 

beam-column interaction resulting from increased axial 

forces. 

K-bracing, or inverted V-bracing, is another efficient and 

commonly used method for providing lateral load resistance (see Fig. 

3.4). With this configuration both bracing members must be designed 

to act in compression, since this bracing supports a major portion of 

the floor beam gravity load, as well as resisting the applied lateral 

loads. K-bracing is typically employed in mid-and highrise structures 

where all of the load supporting and resisting members are generally 

quite large (see Design Example 3, Appendix C). 

K-bracing design and analysis assumptions and considerations 

include the following: 

1) Although being more adaptable to achitectural restrictions 

than is x-bracing, the K-braced truss still obstructs 

the use of much of the entire bay within the structure. 
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Fig. 3.4 
K-braced frame. 
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2) Bracing members must be designed to accept the overlying 

beam loads in addition to the applied lateral loads. 

The floor beam is typically designed as a two-span con-

tinuous beam. 

3) Column shortening due to gravity loads and structure 

drift cause additional stresses in the bracing members. 

A first order analysis which ignores these secondary 

stresses is very often used. 

4) The columns and beams in the lower stories of mid•and 

highrise K-braced frames should be checked for the in-

creased stresses due to gravity and wind loads acting to-

gether . 

The full story knee-bracing configuration differs from the 

K-braced frame in that the bracing members are separated and thus do 

not share a common floor beam joint (see Fig. 3.5). This feature 

serves to create more useable space for architectural and mechanical 

purposes. The floor beams in the braced frame must have adequate 

flexural strength for this system to function. The K-bracing design 

and analysis assumptions and considerations also apply for the full 

story knee-bracing, however, increased bending stresses will occur in 

the lower floor beams as a result of increased wind forces in the 

bracing members. 

Alternate single bay bracing configurations are occasionally 

utilized or developed to meet specific structural, architectural, or 

mechanical requirements. Some of these systems include diamond bracing, 

useful where window openings are desired, K-bracing with a common 

column joint instead of a common beam joint, and V-bracing, where the 
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Fig. 3.5 
Full story knee-braced frame. 
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bracing members support the floor below (see Fig. 3.6a, b, and c). 

Each of these systems has a different set of design and analysis assump-

tions, in addition to specific advantages and disadvantages, all of 

which must be considered in the selection of a braced frame configura-

tion. 

3.4 Braced Frame Deflection Shape and Drift Computation 

The deflected shape for a single bay braced framing system is 

shown in Fig. 3.7. Braced frames demonstrate this flexural mode of 

deformation provided that the structure has a high height-to-width 

ratio, lateral loads are uniform on all levels of the structure, and 

member sizes remain constant throughout the height of the structure. 

The flexural deformation of an actual structure will diffei 

slightly from that shown as bracing members will elongate or shorten 

somewhat as a result of structural shear deformation, lateral design 

loads seldom remain uniform with increasing height, and finally, member 

areas will typically increase from structure top to bottom as a result 

of increased gravity and wind loads. 

The lateral drift of a braced frame is computed as the sum of 

all individual member deflection contributions, or as more corrunonly 

written from the flexibility or unit load method of structure analysis: 
Nnl 

I::. total = E Af 
( 3. 1) 

where I::.= the total structure deflection at the point and 

in the direction of the appl ied unit load, 

N = the tensile or compressive force in the individual 

member due to the real loading system (tensile 
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Fig. 3.6 Alternate bracing configurations, diamond 
bracing (a), K-bracing (b), and V-bracing (c). 
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. ' ... · 

Fig . 3.7 
Braced frame deflected shape. 
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forces are typically assumed positive while com-

pressive forces are assumed to be negative), 

n = the tensile or compressive force in the individual 

member due to the unit loading system (dimension-

less), 

L = ~e individual member length, 

A = the individual member cross-sectional area, 

E = the individual member modulus of elasticity. 

real and unit load member forces may be determined from 

simple statics if the structure is statically determinate. Otherwise 

an indeterminate structural analysis is required to gene rute the 

appropriate member forces. 

When analyzing a braced frame for excessive lateral drift, it 

is generally most convenient to create a table listing the member 

number, member type (column, beam, or bracing member), the real and 

unit load assigned to the member, and the member properties, length, 

area, and modulus of elasticity. The individual member deflection 

contributions may then be calculated and recorded in another column 

and summed to give the total lateral drift at the point of the unit 

load. Lateral deflection due to deformation of the foundation and soil 

below the building is usually ignored, but can be modeled by springs 

or members assigned appropriate member stiffness factors. 

Should the maximum allowable lateral drift be exceeded, as 

occurs in many mid-and highrise structures. adequately designed for 

strength considerations, the designer must i ncrease the areas of som 

members to reduce the member deflection contributions and thereby re -

duce the total structure deflection. At present, the members to be 
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increased and the pattern of increases to be used are determined by 

the designer based on his experience, an examination of the deflection 

contributions from each member or group of members, and by repeated 

trials. 

In the following chapter, a systematic and optimal approach 

and solution to the dilemma of member area modification and lateral 

deflection reduction will be presented and discussed. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE DEFLECTION INFLUENCE PARAMETER 

As noted in the previous chapters, braced frames adequately 

designed for strength considerations may exhibit excessive sway when 

subjected to the full lateral design loads. If and when this occurs, 

the designer must increase selected member areas to reduce the indivi-

dual member deflection contributions and thereby reduce the structure's 

computed lateral drift. The method by which these members can best be 

selected and the procedure by which they are modified is the prime 

concern of this chapter. 

Although literature consisting of numerous structural steel 

design handbooks, special reports, corrrnittee and conference proceedings, 

and structural engineering articles and journals was reviewed, no in-

formation concerning the topic of optimization for Type 2 drift con-

trolled structures was located. Most of the reports and articles 

dealt with rigid framing systems and structural optimization routines 

for stress or strength design considerations and constraints. 

The purpose of this chapter is: 

1) to develop a method for optimizing member areas as 

necessary to limit the computed lateral drift to an 

acceptable value, 

2) to present the method, together with a simple design 

example, and 

34 
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3) to introduce Program WTDl, a computerized optimization 

routine specifically written to execute this procedure 

for structures with many members. 

4.1 The Deflection Influence Parameter and Basics of the Opti mi zation 

Method 

The relative values of the member deflection contributions, or 

Nnl/AE terms (see Eq. 3.1), are often used as an approximate method to 

determine where to add more steel should the maximum allowable drift 

be exceeded. The members with the highest deflection contributions 

are typically the bracing members, having longer lengths and smaller 

cross-sectional areas than most other members, and the lower columns, 

which generally must resist the largest forces from the real loading 

system . While this procedure of examining the member deflection con-

tributions to determine which areas to modify to achieve drift reduc-

tion does offer some guidance on where best to place additional steel, 

it is certainly not optimal (in terms of least structural steel wefght) 

for large structures with many members and for structures where the 

computed drift is much greater than the maximum allowable drift. 

However, if the individual member deflection contributions 

are divided by their respective member volumes, a deflection per unit 

volume term results. Obviously, the highest deflection contribution 

per unit volume terms represent the members least efficient in provid-

ing lateral stiffness, while the lower terms represent the members 

providing the greatest lateral stiffness. For any particular pinned 

frame, these deflection per unit volume terms may be computed and 

compared. The use of a plot such as shown in Fig. 4.1 is often con-

venient to visualize these values. An increase in lateral stiffness, 
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or conversely, a decrease in the structure's lateral drift, can be 

achieved with the least increase in material volume if the member or 

members having the highest deflection contribution per unit volume are 

increased in area. These deflection per unit volume terms, which form 

the backbone of the proposed optimization procedure, are henceforth 

referred to as the ''deflection influence parameters" and are abbreviat-

ed as the "DEFP " values. 

To provide the needed structural stiffness wi th the least 

additional volume of material, the higher member deflection influence 

parameters must be reduced to some yet unknown limiting value. Stated 

in another fashion, the proposed procedure involves loca ting the high-

est deflection per unit volume level which will provide the structure 

with the required lateral stiffness necessary to exactly equal the 

maximum allowable deflection. 

The successive reduction of the DEFP values can be accomplish-

ed in at least two ways. From the plot of t he DEFP values and the 

amount of additional stiffness needed, the designer may specify, by 

trial and error, an estimated maximum deflection influence parameter. 

Members with DEFP values exceeding the trial DEFP limit are systemat~~ 

cally increased in area to achieve the target value. The structure 

deflection is then recomputed and compared wi th the desired deflection 

to determine if the optimal DEFP value is higher or lower than the 

trial value. This procedure, although simple in concept and useful to 

achieve approxima t e drift contro l, has t wo major drawbacks; fir st, 

this procedure can involve many t r i al s before t he opt imum solut ion is 

found, and second, this procedure involves judgemental decisions dif-

ficult to program for computer operations. 
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Fig. 4.2 Optimization procedure using the deflection 
influence parameters. 
Note: Following the fourth reduction, the 
desired deflection exceeds that computed; 
the final DEFP is some, as yet, undetermined 
value above this limit. 
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The second method of successive reduction , more adaptable to 

computer logic, involves ordering the DEFP values in a highest to low-

est fashion and systematically selecting a lower value until the com-

puted lateral drift becomes less than or equal to that desired. This 

method, illustrated in Fig. 4.2, is also applicable to hand computa-

tions and is especially useful in determining the lowest required 

DEFP for smaller structures with few members . 

4.2 Steps in the Basic Optimization Method 

The first step in the proposed optimization procedure involves 

computing the member deflection influence parameters, and the total 

drift of the structure. The deflection influence parameter, defined 

as the member deflection contribution divided by the member volume is 
computed as follows: 

Deflection Influence Parameter= ~~L / (AL)= ~n 
A E 

(4.1) 

Should the computed structure drift be less than or equal to 

the maximum allowable deflection, the design is complete and the opti-

miztion procedure is not required. However, should the maximum allow-

able drift be exceeded, some member areas must be increased. The 

proposed optimization routine may be easily and efficiently implement-

ed to select those members which will provide the greatest lateral 

stiffness increase for the least additional structural steel. 

The second step involves successively sweeping the deflection 

influence parameters down to a level at which the computed lateral de-

flection is equal to or less than the maximum allowable deflection. 

As previously described, this can be accomplished by systematically 
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reducing the deflection influence parameters of all members being 

considered to the next lower DEFP value. In each step of the sweeping 

procedure, the new member area is computed, together with the new mem-

ber deflection contribution and deflection influence parameter. The 

new member area is computed from the definition of the deflection in-

fluence parameter and is: 

Area (new)= Area (old) DEFP ori inal 
DEFP revised (4.2) 

The new structure deflection may be computed as the original structure 

deflection minus the difference in the old and new member Nnl/AE 

deflection contributions. The new member deflection influence para-

meter must be identica lly equal to the selected or revised DEFP ; other-

wise an error has been made. This procedure of member area modifica-

tion is then repeated until the computed structure drift becomes less 

than or equal to the desired lateral deflection. Depending on the 

spacing of the DEFP values near the last one considered and the de-

flection obtained at the next to the last DEFP, the computed structure 

dri ft at the end of step two can be very close or considerably under 

the desired value. 

The third step of the optimization method involves increasing 

the critical deflection influence parameter until the computed lateral 

drift exactly equals the maximum allowable deflection. Only members 

originally possessing a DEFP value greater than the last value con-

sidered in step two are modified in this procedure. This procedure is 

accomplished as follows: 

1) compute the difference between the original and desired 

structure deflection, 

deflection reduction= 6r = 6
0 

- 6d (4.3) 
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2) compute the summation of the original deflection 

contributions of all members involved in the area 

modification procedure, 

6m = original L Nnl/AE of modified members (4.4) 

3) compute the required structure deflection contribution 

from the modified members, 

6 = 6 - 6 n m r (4.5) 

4) compute the summation of the most current deflection 

contributions of all members involved in the area modi-

fication procedure, 

6 = current L Nnl/AE of modified members (4.6) 
C 

5) compute the area decrease factor required, 

(4.7) 

6) multiply each member area computed in the last member 

modification by the area decrease factor. 

As a computational check, the deflection of the structure and 

the member deflection influence parameters should be computed using 

the final member areas. These calculations should verify that the 

desired deflection has been exactly achieved and that all modified 

members have the same deflection influence parameter, a value which 

is exceeded by no other member in the system. 

Two important comments concerning the use of the deflection 

influence parameters follow. First, the member DEFP values must never 

be set above their original value, the value resulting from a stress 

or strength design. To do so would obviously decrease the member area 

below that necessary for strength adequacy. In the usual truss, many 
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members, particularly beams and mid- and upperstory columns, will 

have cross-sectional areas determined by gravity load considerations. 

These members can display very low DEFP values and usually will not 

be modified by the optimization routine. 

Secondly, members having negative DEFP values, if present in 

the system, should not be modified. For these members, a deflection 

reduction would require a more negative DEFP contribution. This would 

involve decreasing t he original member area and thus lead to strength 

inadequacy. 

4.3 Extensions of the Basic Optimization Method 

The method as described in Sec. 4.2 is for determinate pinned 

frames in which the areas of each of the members can be varied inde-

pendently. These restrictions are not always met; lateral load resist-

ing trusses are often indeterminate and both symmetry and the usual 

two or three story high column lengths result in many members having 

to be varied as a group. 

The basic method presented in Sec. 4.2 also assumes that the 

forces in the members remain constant, i.e. are independent of the 

member changes, for all steps. This condition is met if the structure 

is actually determinate, but obviously is not if the pinned truss is 

indeterminate. For the indeterminate truss, the structure must be 

reanalyzed after step three of optimization method is completed. 

Member forces will be redistributed as a result of the area modifica-

tions, and the computed lateral deflection and individual member de-

flection contributions and DEFP values will be changed, usually slight-

ly, from those computed at the end of step three . If the deflection 
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of the reanalyzed structure is inadequate, the optimization procedure 

can be repeated as necessary using the member forces from the latest 

analysis. 

If two or more members are to retain an equal area following the 

optimization procedure, the number of possible variables is reduced. 

This would occur when opposing columns and bracing members must be 

equal in order to resist wind from either direction or when columns at 

adjacent levels are required to have equal areas. The individual de-

flection influence parameters of such groups of identical member areas 

must be combined together to give a group DEFP equal to the sum of the 

member deflection contributions divided by the volume in the group: 

+ 6 n 
+ V n 

where n is the number of members in the group. 

4.4 Example Problem Illustrating the Method 

(4.8) 

The one-bay three-story truss system shown in Fig. 4.3 will be 

used to demonstrate the usefulness, effectiveness, and simplicity of 

the proposed optimization routine. It should be noted that this 

example problem was selected with the intent of illustrating the op-

timization technique, procedure, and concepts, and is not intended to 

fully portray an actual design. 

The structural geometry and structure design loads are desig-

nated in Fig. 4.3. For design purposes, it is assumed that the X-

bracing acts as a counter system, therefore rendering the structure 

statically determinate. The modeled structure, complete with the re-

solved joint loads and member referencing system is shown in Fig. 4.4. 
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The C, B, and D member references abbreviate the type of member pre-

sent, i.e. C=column, B=beam, and D=diagonal. The maximum lateral de-

flection specified for this structure is assumed to be 0.800 in. 

The resolved member forces from both the gravity load case 

(dead+ live) and the combined load case, 3/4(dead +live+ wind), 

in addition to the maximum member design loads, are shown in Fig. 4.5. 

Important items to note concerr.ing the analysis are: 

1) the member tensile forces are assigned as positive quan-

tities, while the compressive forces are assigned as neg-

ative quantities, and 

2) it is assumed that the full wind force may act in either 

direction. Therefore, each opposing column effective in 

the braced frame must be the same as its symmetric counter-

part, and must be designed on the basis of the maximum 

anticipated load in either member. 

The results of a very approximate member design are shown in 

Fig. 4.6. Member areas were assigned based on a very simplified 

sizing algorithm including the member type (column, beam, or diagonal), 

the type of force experienced by the member (tensile or compressive), 

and on the magnitude of the force applied: 

Columns and Diagonals: Compressive forces/15 ksi 

Tensile forces/20 ksi 

Beams : (Compressive forces/15 ksi) + 

3in2 (allowance for bending) 

The unit loading system and the resolved member forces are 

shown in Fig. 4.7. The deflection calculations, including the total 

structure deflection and the member deflection influence parameters, 
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(D+L) k (W) k 3/4(D+L+W)k 
-60 +54 -------
-60 -108 -126.0 
-40 +18 -------
-40 -54 -70 .. 5 
-20 0 -------
-20 -18 -28.5 

0 -72 -54.0 
0 -48 -26.0 
0 -24 -18.0 

0 +90 +67.5 
0 +60 +45.5 
0 +30 +22.5 

Fig. 4.5 
Member design loads. 

Member Design load Area ( in 2) 
(k) 

Cl & C2 -126.0 8.40 
C3 & C4 -70.5 4.70 
CS & C6 -28.5 1. 90 

Bl -54.0 6.60 
82 -36.0 5.40 
B3 -18.0 4.20 

Cl +67.5 3.375 
C2 +45.0 2.250 
C3 +22.5 1.125 

Fig. 4.6 
Computed member areas. 

Design load 
-126.0 
-126.0 
-70.5 
-70.5 
-28. 5 
-28.5 

-54.0 
-26.0 
-18.0 

+67.5 
+45.5 
+22.5 
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-1 , 00 
1.0u..-..-,.-------

0.00 -0.75 

+0.75 -1. 50 

+1.50 -2.25 

Fig. 4.7 
Unit loading system . 
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are shown in Fig. 4.8. Important items to note concern i ng the i nfor-

mation presented in this figure are: 

1) a common modulus of elasticity, E, of 29000 ksi has been 

assumed, and is therefore not included in t he member de-

flection contributions or deflection inf luence parameters, 

2) the specified maximum allowabl e deflection of 0.800 in, or 

H/540 , is greatly exceeded (the computed structure drift 

is 1.323 in, or H/327 ; 65.4% greater than that desired), 

and 

3) since the columns Cl and C2, C3 and C4, and C5 and C6 

must retain equal areas during and following the member 

area modification procedure, their respective member de-

flection influence parameters must be grouped together and 

averaged (see Fig. 4.9). 

The deflection influence parameters are plotted for comparison 

purposes in Fig. 4.10. It is important to note that thi s plot is 

unique for this particular braced frame and is dependent on the struc-

ture geometry, design loads, and approximations and assumptions em-

ployed in the structural analysis and design. 

The results of the optimization rout ine are presented in Fig. 

4.11. Following four success i ve decreases , the ma ximum allowable de-

flection exceeds the computed lateral drift. The procedure necessary 

to achieve the exact deflection limit, and t he f inal structure de-

flection check, are shown in Fig . 4.12. The final member areas are 

presented in Fig. 4.13. The number of si gnifica t digits i n these 

calculations has purposely been extended beyond t hat necessary fo r 

most hand computations. 
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C3 
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B2 
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D2 
D3 
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N ( k) L (in) A(in2) Nnl n A 

+54 +1. 50 144 8.4 1388. 571 
-108 -2.35 144 8.4 4165. 714 

+18 +0.75 144 4.7 413.617 
-54 -1.50 144 4.7 2481. 702 

0 0.00 144 1. 9 0.000 
-18 -0.75 144 1. 9 1023.158 

-72 -1.00 192 6.60 2094.545 
-48 -1.00 192 5.40 1706.667 
-24 -1.00 192 4.20 1097 .143 

+90 +1.25 240 3.375 8000.000 
+60 +1.25 240 2.250 8000.000 
+30 +1.25 240 1.125 8000.000 

* common E = 29000ksi 

Structure deflection= 38371 ·118 = 1.323 in 29000.000 

Fig. 4.8 
Deflection calculations. 

Members Nn 
A2 

Cl & C2 2. 296 

C3 & C4 2.139 

CS & C6 1.870 

Fig. 4.9 
Grouped member 

deflection influence parameters. 

* Nn * A2 

1.148 
3.444 
0.611 
3.667 
0.000 
3.740 

1.653 
1.646 
1.361 

9. 977 
14.815 
29.630 
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Member N (.k) 

03 +30 

Member N(k) 

02 +60 
03 +30 

n L (in) A(in2) Nnl 
A 

+1. 25 240 1. 591 5656.854 

Revised structure deflection = 1.242 in. 
(a) 

L(in) A(in2) NQL n T 

+1.25 240 2.756 6532.083 
+1.25 240 1. 949 4618.880 

Revised structure deflection = 1.156 in. 
(b) 

Nn 
A2 

14.815 

Nn 
A2 

9.877 
9.877 

Fig. 4. 11 Deflection influence parameter reductions; (a), (b), (c), and (d) 
represent the first through fourth reductions respectively. 
Following the fourth reduction, the maximum desired deflection 
exceeds that computed. 
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Member N(k) 

01 +90 
02 +60 
03 +30 

Member N(k) 

Cl +54 
C2 -108 

01 +90 
02 +60 
03 +30 

n L (in) A(in 2) Nnl ,;-
+1.25 240 7.000 3857.122 
+1. 25 240 5. 715 3149.380 
+1.25 240 4.041 2226.948 

Revised structure deflection = 0.814 in. 
(c) 

L (in) A(in2) Nnl n 
A 

+1. 50 144 8.703 1340.256 
-2.25 144 8.703 4020.767 

+1.25 240 7.252 3722.913 
+1.25 240 5.921 3039.797 
+1.25 240 4. 187 2149.461 

Revise~ structure deflection = 0.796 in. 
(d) 

Fig. 4.11 con't . 

Nn 
A2 

2.296 
2.296 
2.296 

Nn 
A2 

1.069 
3.208 

2.139 
2.139 
2.139 

u, 
w 



Member 

Cl 
C2 

01 
02 
03 

Eq. 4. 3 6r = 15171.118/E in. 

Eq. 4.4 6m = 29554.285/E in. 

Eq. 4. 5 6n = 14383.167/E in. 

Eq. 4.6 6c = 14273.194/E in. 

Eq. 4.7 AOF = 0. 992 

L(k) L (in) A(in2) Nnl Nn n A A2 

+54 +1.50 144 8.636 1350.554 1.086 
-108 -2.25 144 8.636 4051. 661 3.258 

+90 +1. 25 240 7.197 3751. 797 2 .172 
+60 +1.25 240 5.876 3063.450 2.172 
+30 +1.25 240 4.155 2166.072 2 .172 

Fig. 4. 12 Procedure to achieve the maximum allowable deflection. 
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Fig . 4.13 
Final member areas. 
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Original areas are shown in parentheses for 
comparison purposes. 
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To best realize the effectiveness of this optimization routine, 

the following important values are considered: 

Original structural steel volume 

Final structural steel volume 

Structural steel volume increase 

Original structure deflection 

Final structure deflection 

Structure deflection decrease 

Structural stiffness increase 

= 

= 

10670.40 in 3 

15774.72 in 3 

= 47.84% 

= 1.323 in 

= 0.800 in 

= 39.53% 

= 65.38% 

Note the sizeable increase in structural stiffness (65.38%) 

and subsequent decrease in structure deflection provided by the 

smaller percentage increase (47.84%) in structural steel. 

The problem, as presented above, does not recognize that 

counters must be placed in both directions if the wind can act from 

either direction. The presence of counter members can be modeled by 

including a zero force diagonal member in each panel with an area set 

equal to the active tensile member. For this case, the information in 

Figures 4.4 through 4.7 and Fig. 4.9 remains valid. The deflection 

1nfluence parameters for the diagonals in Figures 4.8 and 4.10 are 

reduced by fifty percent with the inclusion of the three inactive 

diagonals. An optimization procedure similar to that presented in 

Figures 4.11 and 4.12 resulted in the final member areas shown in 

Fig. 4.14. The summary of the design values .for this structure are: 
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Original structural steel volume 

Final structural steel volume 

Structural steel volume increase 

Structural deflection decrease 

Structural stiffness increase 

= 

= 

10670.40 in3 

15475.49 in3 

= 45.03% 

= 39.53% 

= 65.38% 

A comparison of the two solutions shows that less additional 

area is assigned to the diagonals of the structure (for example, 6.10 

. 2 7 20 . 2 f h l l l) d h 1 1n versus . ,n or t e owest eve , an more tote co umns 

(for example, 10.35 in2 versus 8.64 in2 for the lowest columns), when 

the areas of the inactive diagonals are recognized in the optimization 

procedure. 

4.5 Program WTDl and Additional Design Examples 

Program WTDl (Wind Truss Design 1) is a computerized structural 

analysis and design routine specifically written to perform the deflec-

tion influence parameter optimization procedure, as presented in 

Sections 4.2 and 4.3, for Type 2 braced frames which exhibit exces-

sive lateral sway when subjected to the full design wind loads. The 

program requires the user to develop a structure data file , complete 

with joint and rrember information, loading data, and deflection cri-

teria. The program computes the total structure drift, compares 

this value versus the maximum permissible deflection, and performs 

the optimization procedure if necessary. The results of the program 

and the optimization routine are in terms of the revised member 

areas. 
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A documentation and users manual for Program WTDl is located 

in Appendix A. The program's operating sequence and program listing 

are presented in Appendix B. Finally, three specific design examples, 

incorporating Program WTDl, are shown in Appendix C. 

Design Example 1 i nvolves the design and optimization of a 

one-bay three-story determinate truss. This problem was selected 

primarily to demonstrate the use of Program WTDl for drift computation 

and member area modification. 

Design Example 2 entails the design and optimization of a 

one-bay eight story indeterminate truss. This braced frame was 

selected to demonstrate more completely the design capabilities 

offered by the program. 

Design Examp le 3 involves the optimi zation of a one-bay eight-

story K-braced frame. Initially designed for gravity loads only, this 

truss is first optimized by Program WTD2, and then checked for 

member adequacy using the analysis results from a modified version 

of the original program. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND RESEARCH NEEDS 

As demonstrated in the previous chapter, the deflection in-

fluence parameter optimization procedure permits the designer to 

simply, efficiently, and systematically design Type 2 braced framing 

systems to satisfy structure stiffness requirements. The deflection 

influence parameter, defined as the member deflection contribution 

divided by the member volume, permits the designer to rapidly identify 

those members least efficient in providing the stiffness necessary 

to limit excessive lateral drift. The optimization routine, as 

presented, has the potential to become an effective and powerful 

design tool. The optimization method itself is simple to understand 

and does not require a knowledge of formal optimization procedures. 

Conceptually, this procedure could be extended to rigid 

framing systems by the inclusion of member deflection contributions 

due to bending effects. For such a rigid frame optimization routine, 

both member areas and moments of inertias would become subject to 

modification. This would require a more sophisticated and involved 

optimization method and computer program. 

Parameter studies involving the concepts of the deflection 

influence parameter and its relationship to the approximations and 

assumptions commonly employed in designing various braced framing 

systems remain to be examined. Studies concerning the optimization 
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of multistory multi-bay truss arrangements, such as cap and belt 

trusses, also remain to be attempted. 

This optimization routine could be incorporated into a design 

program, which for a given structural configuration and set of design 

loads would select standard steel sections adequate for both strength 

and stiffness considerations. An interactive form of the optimiza-

tion program could also be developed and would offer many benefits 

by permitting designer participation and intervention. 

In the future, as building dead weights continue to decrease 

and height-to-width ratios continue to increase, the attention given 

to lateral load design and the efficiency of lateral load resisting 

systems will also increase. The optimization procedure as presented 

in this study can become a valuable design tool for the designer 

seeking to produce more efficient and economical structures. 
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A.1 Introduction 

APPENDIX A 

PROGRAM WTDl 

DOCUMENTATION AND USERS MANUAL 

Program WTDl (Wind Truss Design 1) is a computerized structural 

analysis and design program for plane trusses composed of structural 

steel sections. Although the program is oriented towards optimizing 

member areas to achieve specified structure drift limitations, its 

analysis capablities may also be employed to obtain member end actions 

required to check gravity load cases and/or combined loading cases. 

Program WTDl operates basically as an analysis, design, and 

reanalysis program, modifying member areas to meet lateral deflection 

requirements for statically determinate or indeterminate pinned truss-

es with members previously sized for strength adequacy. The cycle of 

member area modification in the design stage followed by a reanalysis 

is repeated until user specified drift limitations are satisfied (see 

Fig. A.l). Program convergence is very rapid. Only one iteration is 

required for a determinate pinned truss, and usually only two itera-

tions are needed for an indeterminate pinned truss . Program WTDl pro-

vides the user with the optimal areas of all members as necessary to 

limit the structural deflection at any single point and direction to 

an acceptable value. Lateral deflection at the top of a building will 

normally be the deflection of interest. 
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Program WTDl is written in ANSI FORTRAN IV computer language and 

has operated sucessfully on the Colorado State University CDC CYBER 

172 (NOS1.1). Although this program requires a fixed format data file, 

it may be readily utilized by designers having little or no familiarity 

with computer programming . The follow i ng provides a description of the 

program, its capabilities, and a complete summary of the required data 

file. 

Input 

Analysis 

yes 

no 

Design 

Output 

Fig. A.1 Generalized flow chart 
for Program WTDl . 
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A.2 Program Capabilities 

Program WTDl is capable of performing structural analysis for 

plane trusses with pinned joints and is further capable of redesigning 

and optimizing member sizes to satisfy lateral deflection constraints. 

The program assumes that the structure has been previously designed to 

withstand gravit loading cases and/or combined loading cases repre-

sentative of those which may be expected to occur on the structure 

during its intended use. 

The program is currently capable of optimizing trusses contain-

ing fifty (50) joints with a maximum of one-hundred (100) members. 

Any number of possible loading cases may be analyzed, however, due to 

.present program core restrictions, only one at a time is allowed. 

A.3 Required Input 

Program WTDl requires the user to prepare a data file specifying 

the following information: 

(1) Structure data, including 

(a) the title of the structure 

(b) the number of joints and members in the structure 

(c) joint coordinates and support conditions 

(d) member incidences and corresponding member properties 

(2) Loading data, including 

(a) the number of applied joint loads 

(b) the location, direction and magnitude of each applied 

joint load 

(c) the location and direction of the applied unit load 
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(3) Deflection criteria, including 

(a) the maximum allowable deflection 

(b) the deflection convergence limit 

(c) the structure type (determinate or indeterminate) 

A.4 Listed Output 

Program WTDl, in addition to listing all input values, will also 

print the following computed values for each successive iteration: 

(1) member axial forces for both the real and unit load systems 

(2) member deflection contributions and deflection influence 

parameters 

(3) revised deflection computations and member areas (if the 

maximum allowable deflection is exceeded) 

In addition, the program computes the initial and final volume 

of structural steel present in the truss. 

A.5 Program Units 

The user must insure the proper data units to receive appro-

priate results. At present, Program WTDl is designed to incorporate 

the units of kips (K) and inches (IN). A summary of the input units 

includes: 

Joint coordinates--IN 

Member cross-sectional area--square inches (IN2) 

Member modulus of elasticity--kips per square inch (KSI) 

Applied joint loads--K 

Applied unit load--dimensionless 
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Maximum allowable deflection--IN 

Deflection convergence limit--IN 

A summary of the output units includes: 

Member length--IN 

Structural steel volume--cubic inches (IN3) 

Member and structure deflections--IN 

Member, member group, and structure deflection influence para-

meters--units not specified on output listing 

A.6 Coordinate Systems 

Program WTDl incorporates two coordinate systems; the first 

describing the structure geometry, and the second describing the 

member geometry . The user is free to speci fy any structural coor-

nate system, while the member coordinate system is dependent upon the 

member and joint numbering scheme and is therefore assigned internally 

by the program . 

In mos t computer programs, the capital letters X, Y, and Z are 

incorporated for the structural coordinate system, while the lo.wer 

case x, y, and z are reserved for the member coordinate system (see 

Fig . A.2a and b). 

z/ 
Fig. A. 2a 

Structural coordinate system 

X 
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End of member 
X (KENO) 

-....., . .,._ 

Fig. A.2b 
Member coordinate system 

In most instances, it is conven i ent to locate the structure so 

that all structural coordinates are positive. Since the X, Y, and Z 

system follows the right hand rule, the Z axis is out of the plane of 

the page. Therefore, all structural coordinates must lie in the X-Y 

plane. 

A.7 Member Incidences 

Each joint and member in the structure must be assigned a unique 

number or 11 identifier 11 selected by the user. The member incidences, 

or JENO and KENO joint numbers, are used to define the location of 

each member in the structure. 

Program WTD1 requires all joints and all members to be numbered 

consecutively, beginning with the integer one. Due to program dimen-

sioning, the maximum difference in JENO and KENO values for any single 

member is limited to nine; the user should be alert to this fact when 

assigning joint numbers. 

If the member shown in Fig. A.2b represents the beam B-C as 

shown in Fig. A.3, member incidences may be defined in one of two 

ways. If the joints A, 8, C, and Dare numbered consecutively (i.e. 

A=l, B=2, C=3, and D=4) then beam B-C may be defined as having JEND=2 

and KEND=3. Beam B-C wi ll then be represented as shown in Fig. A.2b . 
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However, if the joint assignments are reversed to read JEND=3 and 

KEND=2, beam B-C will now be oriented in the opposite direction. The 

user should, if at all possible, be consistent by assigning all mem-

bers in a left to right or right to left orientation. Otherwise, some 

of the member axial forces, although being correct in magnitude, will 

be reversed in sign, making the output more difficult to properly in-

terpret. 

A.8 Statement Sequence 

B 

Fig. A.3 
Member incidences 

C 

Program WTDl requires a fixed fonnat data input. It is there-

fore imperative that the user understand and employ the following data 

file sequence. 

The first data card is reserved for the structure title and any 

other information desired by the user to identify the structure. All 

eig.hty (80) columns of the statement are read and will be printed. 

The information on this card is not used by the program and there are 

no restrictions on its form. 
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The second statement must list, in integer format, the number 

of joints and members in the structure. The number of joints must 

be located in the first 5 columns and the number of members must be 

in the second 5 columns. Note that all integer values must be right 

justified, i.e. if the structure has seven (7) joints and twelve (12) 

members, the 7 must be placed in column 5 and the 12 must be placed 

in columns 9 and 10. 

Next, for each joint in the structure, a statement is required 

specifying the following information: 

Joint number (an integer value, columns 1-5, right justified) 

X and Y coordinates (fixed point numbers, columns 6-15 and 16-25 

respectively) 

Joint support conditions in the X and Y directions (integer 

values, zero (0) if the joint displacement is free in the 

direction being considered, one (1) if the joint location is 

fixed,appropriate values placed in columns 30 and 35 for X and 

Y directions, respectively) 

For each member in the structure a statement is required 

specifying the following information: 

Member number (an integer, columns 1-5, right justified) 

Member JENO and KENO values (integers, columns 6-10 and 11-15 

respectively, right justified) 

Member area (fixed point number, columns 16-25) 

Member modulus of elasticity (fixed point number, columns 26-35) 

Member IOENT value (integer, columns 36-40, right justified) 
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The member IDENT feature allows the user to specify certain mem-

bers or groups of members which must possess equivalent cross section-

al areas should one or more of the member areas be affected by the de-

flection influence parameter design routine. Each member in the same 

IDENT member group must share the same IDENT value beginning with the 

integer one (1), and continuing consecutively for as many IDENT members 

or groups of members are present in the structure. 

Following the last member statement, a card indicating the 

number of applied joint loads is required (an integer, columns 1-5, 

right justified). For each joint load or combinations of joint loads 

(i.e. an X force and Y force at the same joint) a statement is requir-

ed specifying the following information: 

Joint number (an integer, columns 1-5, right justified) 

Joint loads, X force and/or Y force (fixed point numbers, X and 

Y forces placed in columns 6-25 and 16-26 respectively) 

Following the last joint load card describing the applied joint 

loads, another card with the same format must be included to specify 

the location and direction of the unit load. The magnitude of the 

unit load must be given, even though its value is known to be 1.00. 

The final data statement must provide the program with the 

following deflection information: 

Maximum allowable deflection (fixed point number, columns 1-10) 

Deflection convergence limit (fixed point number, columns 11-20) 

Structure type, zero (0) if statically determinate, one (1) if 

statically indeterminate (an integer value, columns 20-25, right 

justified). 
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The deflection convergence limit is the maximum tolerance above 

the allowable deflection permitted by the designer. For a determinate 

truss a convergence limit is not required; the design procedure will 

force the structure to achieve the exact maximum allowable deflection. 

For an indeterminate structure, deflection convergence limits of up to 

0.001 in. seem reasonable; the analysis check usually results in a 

structural deflection at or slightly below the desired maximum allow-

able deflection. 

This concludes the structure data file. A simplified diagram 

indicating the appropriate statement sequence and format specifi-

cations is shown in Fig. A.4. A listing of the input cards required 

to run Design Example 1 may be seen i n Appendix C.1. Appendix B dis-

cusses the program operating procedure, complete with a detailed flow 

diagram and a listing of Program WTD1. 

A.9 Debugging Hints 

Possible data file errors may be eliminated by carefully edit-

ing the data deck for: 

(1) Keypunching errors--proper type (integer or fixed values), 

proper location on statement 

(2) Missing cards--remember to include a title sta t ement, all 

joint and member statements, and all load data 

(3) The maximum JENO-KENO specification (nine or less) 
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Deflection Struc. 
convergence type 
1 imi t 

~V Unit load--same format as joint loads 

1~oint 
no. 

X force Y force 

1 statement for each loaded joint 

# Number of applied joint loads 

Member 
no. 

JENO KENO Area E 

Joint 
no. 

X coord . Y coord. X fix. Y fix. 

/ Number Number 
of joints of members 

Structure title 

Fig. A.4 
Structure data file 

Ident 
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B.1 Introduction 

APPENDIX B 

PROGRAM WTDl 

OPERATING SEQUENCE AND 

PROGRAM LISTING 

This appendix provides a detailed examination of Program WTDl, 

including its operating procedure and flow of control. To aid in this 

discussion, an itemized flow diagram of the program is shown in Fig. 

B.1. Each symbol on the flow chart is individually discussed, in add-

ition to specialized program functions and features. A complete list-

ing of the program, together with a discussion of possible program 

revisions, concludes this appendix. 

B.2 Read Structure Data 

The first segment of Program WTDl defines and reserves array 

core space, in addition to reading, storing, and printing the struc-

ture data. Structure data includes the structure title, the number of 

joints and members present, and an individual statement for each joint 

and member in the structure (see Appendix A.8 Statement Sequence). 
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Compute Steel Volume 

Read Load Data 

Read Defl ec-
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Stat. Ind. 

Form Structure Stiffness Matrix 

Boundary Condition Modification 

Com ute Structure Deflection 

Compute Member Axial Forces 

Member and Structure Deflections and 
Deflection Influence Parameters 

Compute Steel Volume 

Max. Defl. Revise Selected 

End 

>--E-x-ce_e_d_e_d ___ ~ Member Areas 

O. K. 

Fig . 8.1 
Program WTDl 
Flow Diagram 

Stat. Det. 
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Important storage locations in this segment of the program 

include: 

!TITLE 

NJOINT and 

NMH1 

JN 

X(JN) and 

Y(JN) 

XTFIX(JN) and 

YTFIX(JN) 

M 

JC(M) and 

KC(M) 

AA(M) 

E(M) 

IDENT(M) 

ALEN (M) 

NUMID 

8.3 Compute Steel Volume 

Structure title and/or other user desired 

information (no format restrictions) . 

Total number of joints and members in the 

structure. 

Individual joint number. 

X and Y coordinates defi ning joint JN. 

X and Y joint fixity conditions (see 

Appendix A.8). 

Individual member number. 

Member JENO and KENO values (see Appendix 

A. 7). 

Member cross-sectional area. 

Member modulus of elasticity. 

Member !DENT value (see Appendix A.8). 

Computed member length (for use as a data 

file check). 

Number of !DENT member groups. 

Program WTD1 computes and prints the initial and final volumes 

of structural steel present in the wind truss. The initial volume, 

calculated from the computed member lengths and input member areas, is 

the quantity of steel required to insure strength adequacy. The final 

volume, incorporating the design revised member areas, is the quantity 
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of steel required to provide adequate strength as well as limit 

excessive lateral drift. These two values permit the designer to 

estimate the wind premium, the additional steel required (above that 

necessary to sustain gravity loads) to resist lateral loads and pre-

vent excessive lateral deflection (see Chapter 3) . 

B.4 Read Load Data 

Segment three of Program WTD1 reads, stores, and prints the 

structure loading data for both the real and the unit loading systems. 

Load data includes the number of applied joint loads acting on the 

structure, an individual statement for each joint load or combinati on 

of joint loads, and a card describing the applied unit load (see 

Appendix A.8). 

Important storage locations in this segment of the program in-

clude: 

NJTL 

JTL(4) 

AJ(l00,2) 

PA(l00,2) 

Number of applied joint loads . 

Initial joint load storage. 

Actions at joints matrix. 

Permanent AJ storage. 

The AJ matrix, which is rewritten during the Gaussian elimina-

tion procedure (see Appendix B.8), must be duplicated and saved in the 

event that a second analysis iteration is required. Actually, this 

AJ=PA duplication is necessary only for statically indeterminate 

structures; determinate structures are solved in one iteration. 
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8.5 Read Deflection Criterion 

The fourth segment of Program WTDl reads, stores, and prints the 

user specified maximum allowable deflection and the deflection con-

vergence limit (see Appendix A.8). The user must also indicate the 

structure type: statically determinate or indeterminate. If the 

structure is designated as statically determinate, the program will 

terminate foll-owing one complete analysis-design iteration. If the 

structure is specified as statically indeterminate, an analysis check 

for the revised structure will be performed, in addition to further 

iterations should the maximum allowable drift be exceeded. 

Important storage locations in this segment of the program 

include: 

DMAX 

EPS 

DMAXH 

NTYPE 

Maximum allowable deflection. 

Deflection convergence limit. 

Maximum possible deflection (DMAX + EPS). 

Structure type, statically determinate or 

indeterminate. 

8.6 Form Structure Stiffness Matrix 

The fifth segment of Program WTDl develops the individual member 

stiffness matrices, rotates them into the structural coordinate system 

using direction cosine matrices, and ultimately creates the structure 

stiffness matrix. Four subroutines, or subprograms, invoked by the 

main program are incorporated into this procedure: 

SUBROUTINE FORMRT Develops the individual member rotation 

matrices (commonly termed "direction cosine 11 

matrices) used to relate the member 
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coordinate system to the structure coordi-

nate system. FORMRT also creates the trans-

posed member rotation matr,ces. 

SUBROUTINE FORMSM Develops the individual member stiffness 

matrices, incorporating the AE/L axial 

stiffness terms. 

SUBROUTINE MULT 

SUBROUTINE INDEX 

A general purpose matrix multiplication 

routine, used in this segment of the program 

to create the rotated member stiffness 

matrices. 

Develops the member-structure referencing 

system with the member JENO and KENO values. 

The structure stiffness matrix, composed of the individual ro-

tated member stiffness matrices, is stored in a triangularized pat-

tern with the main diagonal placed in the first column of the matrix. 

This is possible since the rotated member stiffness matrices are 

always symmetrical about their main diagonal. Due ·to program dimen-

sioning, any number with a JENO-KENO difference greater than nine will 

exceed the maximum specified bandwidth (!BAND) of the matrix (see 

Appendix A.7). 

Important storage locations in this segment of the program in-

clude: 

COST(M) and 

SINT(M) 

RT (4,4) 

Member direction cosine values (member 

orientation with respect to the structural 

coordinate system). 

Member rotation (or direction cosine) 

matrices . 



RTRANS (4,4) 

SM (4,4) 

IN (4) 

TEMP (4,4) 

!BAND 

s 
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Transposed member rotation matrices. 

Member stiffness matrices. 

Member-structure referencing coordinates. 

Temporary storage location used during 

matrix manipulations and multiplications. 

Maximum computed stiffness matrix bandwidth: 

!BAND= 2 x [Max. (JENO-KENO)+ 1] 

Structure stiffness matrix. 

B.7 Boundary Condition Modifications 

Segment six of Program WTDl modifies the structure stiffness 

matrix and the actions at joints matrix for known joint support con-

ditions. Each joint in a plane truss may have two structural trans-

lations; one in the structure X direction, and one in the structure Y 

direction. Since the stiffness method of structural analysis solves 

for structural joint displacements, or mathematically 

where S = 

DJ = 

and AJ = 

S x DJ= AJ 

Structure stiffness matrix, 

Displacements at joints matrix , 

Actions at joints matrix, 

zero joint displacements are accomplished by first replacing the 

appropriate diagonal term of the S matrix (determined by the XTFIX 

and YTFIX values) with a large value, 1 x 1060 , while zeroing the 

corresponding AJ term. For all practical purposes, the resulting 

joint displacement is zero. 
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8.8 Compute Structure Deflections 

The structural deflections are obtained by a Gaussian elimina-

tion procedure contained in Subroutine SOLVE. SOLVE systematically 

eliminates individual rows of the Sand AJ matrices, and back sub-

stitutes for the displacements at joints or DJ matrix. During the 

elimination process, the contents of the original Sand AJ matrices 

are effectively destroyed. If a second analysis iteration is requir-

ed, the S matrix must be recreated incorporating the revised member 

areas, while the AJ matrix must be rebuilt from a permanent actions 

at joints matrix, PA (see Appendix 8.4). 

B.9 Compute Member Axial Forces 

In this segment of Program WTDl, member end actions for both the 

real and the unit loading systems are detennined from the structure 

joint displacements. This procedure involves rotating the appropriate 

joint displacements into the individual member coordinate systems, 

then multiplying by the appropriate member $tiffness matrices. Both 

member axial and shear effects are computed and stored; however, for 

the remainder of the program, only member axial forces are considered. 

Member shear actions are included for the designer wishing to modify 

the program by incorporating transverse member loading conditions. 

Important storage locations in this segment of the program 

include: 

AM(400,2) Member end actions, including axial 

and shear effects for both the real 

and the unit loading systems. 



RNN (100) and 

RN (100) 
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Member axial forces for the real 

and the unit loading systems re-

spectively. 

B.10 Member and Structure Deflections and Deflection Influence 

Parameters 

Program WTDl uses two subroutines, DEFL and GROUP, to compute 

and store the member and member !DENT deflection contributions and 

deflection influence parameters, in addition to the overall structure 

deflection and deflection influence parameter. 

Important storage locations for this segment of the program 

include: 

DEF ( 100) 

DEFP (100) 

DEFPG(lOO) 

DEFS 

DEFPS 

B.11 Deflection Check 

Member deflection contributions. 

Member deflection influence para-

meters. 

Member group deflection influence 

parameters. 

Structure deflection (at point of 

unit load). 

Structure deflection influence 

parameter. 

Following the structure deflection calculation, Program WTDl 

compares this value, DEFS, with the maximum possible deflection, 

DMAXH. If the computed deflection is less than or equal to DMAXH, 
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the program is terminated. If the computed deflection exceeds DMAXH, 

program control is transferred to the design phase. 

B.12 Revise Selected Member Areas 

The first operation performed by the program in the design 

phase involves ordering the member and member group deflection influ-

ence parameters in a highest to lowest array. The program then pro-

ceeds to select successively lower deflection influence parameters, 

redesigning the members or member groups involved, and recomputing 

the structure deflection. The program continues in this manner until 

the user specified maximum allowable drift exceeds or equals the com-

puted value. The maximum deflection influence parameter (DEFIP) re-

quired to achieve the allowable drift is computed and used by the 

program to calculate the revised member and/or member group areas. 

If the structure is statically determinate, the analysis-design pro-

cedure is complete at this point and the program is terminated. If 

the structure is indeterminate, an analysis is required to confirm 

the revised design. 

Important storage locations for this segment of the program 

include: 

H(lOO) 

RA(lOO) 

T(lOO) 

Ordered deflection influence para-

meters. 

Revised member cross sectional 

areas . 

Temporary storage array used in 

ordering the deflection influence 



NTR 

DEFC 

DEFNC 

MDEFP 

DEFN 

DEFIP 
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parameters and in revising the 

individual member areas. 

Counter indicating the current 

value of the maximum deflection 

influence parameter (MDEFP). 

Structure deflection due to members 

or member groups with revised areas. 

Structure deflection due to members 

retaining their original areas. 

Maximum deflection influence para-

meter. 

Maximum additional structure de-

flection. 

Largest computed member deflection 

influence parameter. 

Following the design sequence, the program performs a struc-

ture type (NTYPE) test. If the structure is statically determinate, 

the design is complete and the program is terminated. If the struc-

ture is statically indeterminate, the program will form a new struc-

ture stiffness matrix using the revised member areas, and be recycled 

through another analysis phase. If, following the reanalysis, the 

computed structure deflection still exceeds the maximum possible de-

flection, the program will perform another design-analysis iteration. 
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B.14 Program Listing 

A complete listing of Program WTD1 follows. It should be 

noted that the program capabilities and features, as presented and 

discussed in Appendices A and B, may be easily modified to accomodate 

the individual needs of the designer. Assistance concerning appro-

priate storage location revision is offered following the program 

listing. Appendix C presents a number of design examples utilizing 

Program WTD1. 



s 

10 
ltJ 
+-> 
ltJ 

".O 

15 f:'. 
::, 
+> u ::, 
s.. 

20 +> 
1/l 

-0 
ltJ 
QJ 

25 o:::: 

30 

,.... 
35 OJ 

QJ 
+> ·: ~ +> ::, 

4~ ::, ,.... 
0. 0 
E > 
0 u 

45 ' 

so 

55 

60 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

l O l 

lC2 

103 

104 

105 
106 
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Listing of Program WTDl 

PROGRAM WTDI (Il'iPUT,OUTPuT,TAPE1"1NPUT,TA PE 2a:OUTPUT) A lU 
co~1MCN ;INFORM Ai R1t4;'+> ,StNT(io 0 ),c0Sr(100; ,RTRANs,4,4) - -- -- -- A - -20 
CO MMUN 1I NfORM8/ ALEN(lO Oi ,EilOO );AA(lOO),S~(4;4) A 30 
~o MUN /i NFORMC / JC (SO) •K~(SO),I NI•> A ,a 
CO~M O / lNFORM DI sc100,201,aJ(loo ,2>,DJ ll00,2) A sa 
COMhllt. /I t.FOi<ME/ RN NtiOO) ,RN llOO) tOEFllOOl ,DEFP(lOO) tOEFPGllOOI A 60 
~O MMON /lNFO AMF/ lDEN l llOO)tTVOL(lOOltTDEF11061,AvOEFP1lo61 . A 70 
01 ,,ENsioN 1T1TL_ua1, x1501, ,;1so1, xrF1x1so>, nF1x1so1 • · ·-·-···-A •· ali ·· 
OI ~:EN<;jQN Tf.MP l'+, 'i) , ~MR(4 1 4l , AM ·(400;21, RA(lOO) .. A 9~ 
D! Mtl'i SlO I~ JlL(4l, 0(1+>. , AMT(4lt HtlOOl, TllOOl, P~llOO,?l, _________ __ _ A_ lOU 
f. EA1. L)(,LY,MOEFP,JTL . A 110 · -
I NT EGER )(Tfl)(oYTFiX A l2U 

ST RUC Tv RE OATA 

READ (1,148) ITlTLE 
v.R!TE <2'149) ITITLE 
RE AD Cl,lSOl NJUI NT,NMEM 

A l3U 
· - ·--- - A 14 0 -

A 150 
A 16V 
A l 70 -
A 180 
A l9U v.R !TE (2ol5ll NJOINT 

~RrT!::: (2,152) NMEM 
00 101 r=l, l'i JOJNT 

- . .. . - ... - -····· - A 200 

READ (l ,153) JN,X(JN) ,Y(JN) ,x.rFIX(JNl ,YTFIX(JNl 
COr-. TI NUE • - . - ' 
'"RITE <2, l54l 
DO 102 I=l,NJOINT 

WHITE (2,155) 1,X(~l,YIIl,XTFJX(IltYTFIX(Il 
COt-..Tl NU E 
[)0 10 3 1::l,NMEM 

REA D ( 1 ,156) M•JC .(Ml,l(~(Ml_,AA(Ml,~(MltlO~ NTIMl 
CO T\ Tl NU E 
lt:Rlif fitl57) 
l'<U M!U : o 
V01. U~1E=O•O 
00 10.:. J"l1f,MEM . 

JJ:JC ( I l 
Kl\"l'. C ( 1) 

A 21U 
A 220 

-- - -- --- - - A 2JU -
A 240 
A 250 ···- - ·- · ._ .. ---- - --- A 260 
A 27U 
A 280 
A 29u 
A 300 
a ~H 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

330 
340 
)$0 
360 
370 
36~ 

A 390 

LX:X(KK)•X(JJ) 
L• :Y(K K) • Y( JJ) 
ALEl'i(Il=S~Rl(LX•L X•LY•LY) 
~RITE !2 1158> 1,JCIIl ,KClll •AL.ENlll ,AA(l) ,Elll •IOENT(Il 
CosT(l)=LX/AL,EN(Ii - . - . . • 

A 400 . ··- ·- A . 4l0 
A 42U Sl ~T <ll=LY;ALEN(Il 

IF I IDEN T(l),Gl,NUMIOl NUMIO=IDENT(II . 
V0LU~ E=V0LU~E+(AA(l)*ALEN1Ill . . 

CO ~T INUE . . . 
iiBIIf (?11591 VYIYMf 

L. OAOlNG CAT A 
AP PLI ED JOINT LOADS ____ _ 

1'2=2" NJOINT 
DO 106 I"'l ,2 

DO loS J=l,N2 
AJ(J,I)co,O 
pACJ,Il=0,0 

CCt1T JNUE 
CO~ Tl NUE 
h C: AO ( l, 160 l NJTL 
11, RJT t: (2'161) 
~RITE t2, lo2) 
DO lOe I•l,NJTL 

- --·-·-- ··A A 
A 

~ 

430 
440 
450 
46 0 
470 

_______ __ A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A ----- A 
A 
A 

A 480 
490 
500 
5ici 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
57~ 
sao 
s?0 
600 
~19 



65 

70 

75 

80 

85 

100 

lJS 

llO 

llS 

120 

10 .µ 
10 

"O 

"O 
10 . 
0 

"O 
10 
Q) 

0::: 

.,,.. •,-
.µ s.. 

"O u Q) 
10 Q,J .µ 
Q,J ,.... .,.. 

0::: '+- s.. 

VI 
. U) 
Q) 
C: 

'+-
'+-.,.. 
.µ 
VI 

Q) u 
"O 

a, X s... .,.. 
:::, s... 
.µ .µ . 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

U 10 C CE C 
.µ .. C 
Vl 

c 
0 

LL.. 

107 
108 

109 

l l 0 
J ]) 

l 12 
113 
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READ lltl b3) JN,(JIL(Jl,J•l•2> 
r.RI fE (2,16'>) JN, iJTL(J) ,J•l,2) 
J,:2oJN . • . . . 
I /1i tll"J2-l 
IN(2l"J2 
DO 107 IA"l•2 

MA=IN ( IA) _. 
~J(MA tl)aAJ(MA,l)•JTL(lA) 
PAIMAtl)a:AJ(MA,l) . . 

CONTINUE . 
COr. T l~;U[ 

UNIT LOAD 

;. R!-;E 12• 165) 
• i<ITE l2tlbt: l 
READ tl,1631 J N, 1JTL(J) ,J=l,2) 
r.i<l~ E <2•164) JN, (JTL.(J) ,Jal,21 
JN:2° JN . .. . 
I N(l) :::Jz-l 
i N(2 ) :J2 
DO lu9 1A=1,2 

~il.= ll\/ I I Al 
AJ(M At2l=AJ<MAt2)+JTL1IA) 
PA(~A ,2)=AJ(MAt2) . 

CPU:T It::lJF 
DEFLECT ION CRI Tt:RlA 

RE~D ( l tl67l D~AX•EPS•NTYPE 
•RIT E (2tl6ti) DMAX .. . 
"'f<!Tt: t2t1ti9 > El-'S 
vMAXH :. DMAX •E.PS 
lF 1NTYPE , EO ,O) GO T0 .. 110 
"' Rl TE. (21 l 7U) 
t., 0 TO lll 
1<RITE <2tl7ll 
,aerT I bP If 

MEMBER _AND STRU CTYRE ~TlF~NES~ MA!Rlf~S 

l6AN0:;Q 
DO 113 1=1, N2 

DO 112 J=l,2U 
s , r,J >=o.o 

CCNT! 'lUE 
COII.TINUE 
00 116 1=!,NMEM 
. Ct.L.L. F0R~lRT (II . _ 

Ct•LL FOR~:SM (I) 
C~L.L MULT (RTRANS,4,4,SM,4,4,TEMP) 
CAL L MULt (TtMP,4,~tRTi4,4tSMRl .. 

STI FFNESS MATR I X ~TOR!GE 

CALL lNDEX (! ) 
00 115 J=l ,4 

JJ•I/li (JI 
DO ll'> Kcl,lt 

KK•lN(K) 1, tJJ,GJ,KK( GO TO 114 

A 62U 
A 63U ···--
A 640 
A oSO 
A 66\J 
A 67U 
A 680 
A 690 - - -
A 70 0 
A nu . - -- - . - . -- - . A - 7 2 0 -----
A 73,J 

. _ ____ __ A 740 
A 75 0 
A 760 
A 77 0 
A 780 
A 79U 
A aoo 
A aiO 
A B21i 
A 030 
A !!4U 
A &Sli 
A 800 

• • - H ~ -- A vzo 
A sad 
A B9U 
A 9(iO 
A 910 
A 920 
A 930 
A 940 
A 9Sli 
A 960 .. 
A 970 
A 980 
t l~~~ 
A 1010 
A 1020 
A 103\1 --·--·--·· - -·------ -· : ~~:i ---
A lOb U 
A 1070 
A 1000 -
A 1090 
A llOU 

- - A 111 0 
A 112 0 
A ll 3U 
A 11iiu 
A 115 0 
A 1160 
A l l 70 
A l l8V 
A 11 90 
A 1200 
A 1210 
A lZZQ 



125 

130 

l3S 

1sv 

C 
0 .,.. 

,j.,) Ill 
,,.. C 
-co 
C .,.. 
0,f.,) 
u rtS u 
>,•r-
~ '+-
rtS .,.. 
-C-0 co :::, E 
0 
co 

C 
C 
C 

~14 
115 
116 

117 

118 

120 
121 

122 
' 5~ 123 o l ve .. c 

deflections 

170 

175 

ldO 

a,·· 
u 

IC u Cl) 
Cl) :::, 

,-- ,--
'+- '+-
Cl) C 

-0 .,.. 

ClJ C ~o 
:::, .,.. 

,j.,) ' ,j.,) 
uu 
:::, Cl) 
~,--
,f.,)'+-
Ill Cl) 

-0 

C 
C 

"'0- - u, -
C:-0 ~ 
rtS C Cl) 

rtS ,j.,) 
~ - Q,I 
ClJ Ill E 
.0 C: "' Eo~ 
Cl) .,... rtS 

::E: ,j.,) 0.. 

124 

125 
126 
127 

128 
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KK~KK-JJ•l . 
iF (KK.GT.zBANO.ANO.SMR(J,Jl•NE•O•OI 
S(JJ,KK1iS(J~1KKi+S~R(J,R) ·- . 

CONT I NUE . - . ···- . _ ···-·· 
CONTINUE 

COr-.TlNU:: 
f14:4 " NMEf'1 
DO 119 J"l,2 

-······ ----- -: -t~ii --· 
A 1250 

IBAl-iDaKK 

_____ _ ______ _____ A 126~- --
A 127U 
A 1280 
A 1290 ---·--- - ·---A 130U --· 
A 131U 00 117 J"l,N2 

AJ(J,Il:PAIJ ,I) · ·- - - -· - -------···-· A 1320 __ _ 
CONTINUE -
00 118 J=l ,N4 

A;4(J,l):o,O 
CONT!Nl,;E 

" 
~ AND AJ BOUNDARY CON~ITION MOOI~~C~~IONS 

F<FAC=1,0E•60 
DO 123 1=1,NJOINT 

12=2"1 
!F <YTF!X(!).EO.Ol 
S ( J2, 11 =RFAC 
DO 120 J=l ,~ 

AJ(I2•JJ:0,0 
CONT p,UE 
I F (XTFIX(JJ .EQ,O) 
il::r2-1 · 
S ( I 1, l) =kFA(., 
DU l 22 J: 1, 2 

AJ(ll,JJ::0,0 
CONT!NvE 

CQD;JlNUf 

GO TO 121 

GO TO 12~ 

CALL SOLVE (NJOlN!,I&~NOJ 

. MEMBER ENO ACTION? 

co 127 t1.=1 •2 
DO 12° I:l, NM EM 

C.ALL INDEX ( Il 
DO 124 I6.:lt11 

M=lN (lAJ 
D<UJ=c,JlM , Nl. 

cotHIN UE 
CALL FCRM::OM ( I J 
CALL FORMAT <II 
CALL MULT (?M , 414,RT,4,4,TEMP) 
CA~L ~ULT (TEMP,4,4,D14,l1AMT) 
Do 125 !A:1;4 . . 

M"4"(!•ll•IA 
AM( M,Nl•AM<M•Nl•AMT(IAl 

CoNT!NUE . . 
CONT!,-.,UE 

COt,T lNUC: 
DO 128 I'"l ,t.f'IEM 

R/li 1d1ls:o.o 
RN(I>•o•o 

cor-.TI NU E 
00 129 M"l,NMEM 

L••• (M•ll •J 

A 1330 
A 1340 

__ ____ A 1jsL---
A 136U 

0 

·----------- ----: U~t- -
A l40Q 

_____ _ __ __________ A 1410 
A 1420 
A 1430 
A 1440 
A 1450 
A 14~~ 

··-·-----·-- _____ A l47U 
A 1480 
A 149U 
A 1!>00 
A 1S1J 
A 1S20 
A lS~J 
A 154U 
A 1550 
A 1560 · 
A 157U 
A J 280 

_ ·-·--- A 159V 
A 1600 
A 161U 

. . ______ A 1620 
A 163U ··-
A 1640 -·- ...... -·· -· -·-· : '~i:~ 
A 1670 
A '6i;u 

··------- -. A i69u - -
A 1700 
A l 7i 0 - . ·------· - ·--- ·--·-- A 1720 
A 1730 
A 1740 . --- --- A 1750 --
A 1760 
A 1770 
A 1tsG 
A 1790 
A 1800 
A 1~10 
A 1820 
A l 8~Q 



185 

190 

195 

200 

205 

210 

215 

2~0 

225 

235 

240 

~ u 
(1) 

.s:; 
u 
C: 
0 ,,-...., 
u 
(1) 
,-
ct- · 
(1) 

Cl 

VI ro 
(1) s.. ro 
s.. 
(1) 
.0 
E 
(1) 
E 
(1) 
VI ,,-
> 
(1) 
~ 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
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RNN(M):Al'l(L,11 
RN P,I) EAM(L,2) 

129 Cot.TINUE 

A - -·-- - A 
A 
A 
A 

1840. 
1850 
1860 

131 
132 

133 

134 

135 
136 

137 

138 

MEM~ER O~FLECTION CON1RI6UT10N 
DEFLECTION INFLUENCE PARAMETER 
~O Mo lNE MEMBER GROUP~- .• 

CALL OEFL <oE Fs,oEFPS•NMEM) 
CALL G~CUP (NMEM,~UMI~) 
;RITE <2tl 72) • 
~RITE. <2'173) 

__ _ - ---·-·· _ ____ 1e1u 
1seu 
1890 
1900 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

·- - ·- -- - --- - ·-- -· - · 19 i O ---
1920 
193il -- ·- - - - --·-- ··- 194U -· 

DO 130 I=l ,NMEM 
WRITE (2,174) 
I I> , OEFP'3 (I) 

CONTlNUE 

- . • ··- -· .. - - · -- _A 
I, Il?~NT < I l ,RNN (I>. ,RN ( II ,~LgN (1 l ,~A (I>. ,D~E II) ,OEFP A 

1950 
1960 1970 _ _ _ 

l 91:10 
.... __ . _ -·- ·--·· ·-- ·-- · 199U 

A 
A 
A - -- - -- ·--- ·-· 2000 - -- -iiRITE (2, 1751 OEFS 

7~IJ~EJ~::i:iM2~srsGQ IA 1+7 
DO 132 I=l , NUMIO 

00 131 J=l , NMEM 
IF ( !DENT (J) ,NE!Il ~O TO 131 . 
DEFP(J)=OEFPG(J) 

CONTINUE . . 
~ONTl NUE 

: k~$~ ··--A 2 3. 
A 2040 
A 20:5U . - - - - · ·- --- ---- A 2060 --
A 2070 
A 2oeu . ------------·-- A. 2 090 

ORDERED DEFLECTION INELUENCE ~ARAMET~RS A 2100 
A 2llU 

DO 133 r=l•NMEM 
HI I) :,; Q , 0 
T<Il=DEFP(I) 

COt,TINUE 
Do 136 ~M=l,N~EM 

00 13 .. ! =l,NMEM 
IF (T(!),GT!HIMM)) 

CONTINUE . 
DO lJS J=l,NMEM 

IF" <T ( J) , LT, H (MM) ) 
f(J):1-1 ,0 -
GO TO l 3b . 

CONTINUE . 
~O NT!NUE 

H(MM)•OEEP<I.>. 

~OTO 13S 

INC REA SE SELECT;O MEM~ER AREAS 

DO 137 1=1 •1,MEM 
RA ( I )=AA (1) 
T(I):,;AA(!) 

COi, TI NUE 
,;.TR= l 
f'.TR:t, TR•; 
~1()EFP:1'1( NTill 
Ii7 (1'1(tlTR) ,E Q,H(NTR-l)) GO TO 138 
oc:rc=o,o · · 
DEF NC:O , :i 
00 140 I=l ,NMEM 

IF <D EFr> ll> ,LE,MOEfP) Go TO 140 
RA(I)=AA(I) 0 $QRT(D~FP(l)/MDEFPI 
OEF P(I)=MDEr~ . - • . -·-
lF 11uENT(I1,EQ,O) GO To 140 
DO 139 J=l ,NMEM . . 

A 212 0 ---
A 2130 

. . .. -·····-······ · -·· A 2140 
A 2150 
A 2160 

__ . ·- · · -- . . . .. -·· A 2170 
A 21so · 
A 2190 
A 220U 
A 221U 
A 222U 
A 22 30 
A 2240 
A 225U 
A 2260 .. - . ··--------· A 2270 -· --

A 22au 
_ . .. _____ ____ --··- - A 2290 

A 2Jou 
A 2310 
A 2320 

·-· - -- - ·--- A 2)30 
A 2~4u 
A 235 0 

.. ·- - -- ----- - A 23&0 -··· -
A zj7U 
A 23SU - . - - -- ··- - --·-·-· - -- --- - ----· A 239 0 
A 2400 
A 2410 

. - . ·-·- - - - A 2420 --· --
A 243 U 
A 244~ 
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245 

250 

255 

260 

265 

270 

275 

280 

IF (lOENTIJ>,NE!lOENTII>l GO T0 . 139- __________________ AA 2
2
4
4

5
6

~ - -
lF IRA(J> ,LT ,RA(I)) RA(J)•RA(II v 
Ot.FPIJ);:QffP!l) - - . A 2470 

. 139 CtJr, Tit.UE ·-- __ ___ _ ______ ________ __ A 2480 ___ _ 
140 CD NTiNuE A 2490 

CO 1'+2 I"l ,NMEM A 2500 
. IF (RA(Il,Eo , AAtlll GO TO l~l. . A 2510 OEF!;:O EF <I> . . ---------- ··-- - A 2s2u __ _ 

DE.FI J);:OEf!•(AA(lllRA(l)) A 253U 
CEFC::lJEFC •DEf t I l . _ ______ _ A 2540 
uC:FS= (OEFS•bt.F <I»-oEFI A 2550 ----
(,() TO 142 A 2560 

ll+l DEF Nc=DEf'NC•DEf.(I) ·- ····---- A 25?0 142 CONTirJu;;: A 2580 _ _ __ _ 
DO 143 1:l ,NMEM A 2590 

AA(!)=RA(I) ________ -------··--··-- A 2600 _ __ _ 
143 COhT l~UE A 2610 

IF (LitfS•GT,DMAl'.) GO !O 138 A 2626 
QEFr,=oMt.X •OEFNC --- ---- -- -----·-- - - _ A 2630 ____ _ 
uEFI 0 :MQEFP~( (DE.FN/DEFC>**2l A 2640 
uD 144 1-1 ,t.MEM - . A 2650 

IF CT(!l.EO.AA(I)l GO TO 144 __ __ _ __ ---·-· A 2066 
A~II >=AAIIl*~QRT(MlJEFPiOEFlP) A 2670 

l44COt. TlNUE . . . . . A2680 
CALL DEFL IDEFS1DEFPS1NMEM) __ ···- ··--··------ A 2690 
CAL~ GROUP INMEM , NUMIU) A 2700 
;R!H. 12 d 77) • A 2710 
•RITE (2tl73l A 2720 
Do 145 I"l olJM EM A 2730 

w;.ITE 12d74l ltIO~NT(l),RNN(I)_,RN(I1,AL~r-Hl_),~A(ll. 1 0EE<ll,OEf'P A 27i.0 
l <l>,0EFPulll A 2750 

145 Co r.1 INUE A 276U · -· -
~RIH. 12,178 ) OE.FS A 27?0 
~RITE <2•179) Qt.FPS A 278U VDL UME"O •O - ... --- --- -- -- . A 27'10 --
DO 146 I'"l,NMEM A 280U 

VDLUME=V OLUME•(AA(ll•ALEN(l)) A 2811 146 CGI\TlNUE .. - ·-· ---·--------- A 2620 __ _ 
~R TE I , 0 

tructure 47 

type 

290 v, 
.µ 
C 
QJ 
E 
QJ 
.µ 
n, 
.µ 
V') 

.µ 

JOO ~ 

JOS 

0 
LL. 

,c 
147 

148 FO~ MAT (6A l0l 

A 286U 
A 2870 

------ A -288u 
A 2a,o 
A 290v 149 FO~ ~AT (lrli•///121~,SAlO) 

150 FORM ><T (2I51 - -· ·-· ·- ·· - - - · ··-·-· A z910 
151 FO~MAT (1H0,20X, l9HNUMBER OF JOINTS s 1 I5) 
152 FOR ~AT (lHo,2ox, l9HNGMBER of ~EMBER~ ~,IS) 

A 2920 
A 293V 
A 2940 ··-- -1s3 FOH MA T <1S,2F10.2,21si 

154 FCQMA T (1H0,// , 21X, SHJOINT,sx, 
l•iiX1 SHYTF!X,/) . 

SHl'. ( INJ ,SX, 5H~IJN),lX! S~XTFJ A 2956 - -- -: ~~~0 155 rOR MAT 12 1x,1S,2Flo,2,2110) 
A 2980 156 FORMAT (3!5,2flU•2,ISl 

157 FOP MAT (IHO,//olll'., DHMEMBE R,6X1 
1•4 ~, 6H'\llh2),4X, 6rlE<i<Sil,SX, 

1S8 FO R~ AT lllX,16,,ll0,3~10•2,110) 

1tHJEN016X1 4HKEND,5X1 SHL(lN) A 2990 
5HIDENT,/~ A JOOU 

159 FORMAT (IMO,~OX, 2JHiiRUCTURAL .STEEL VOLUME12X1Fl0,2, 
160 Foq,~AT ( !5) . • . - ' 
161 FO RMAT (IH01//121X, lVHAPPLlED JOINT LOADS) 
lc2 ~ORMAT (1M0,20x, SHJ~lNTtSXi lOHX FORCE(K),SX, 10Hy 

A 301 V 
~H (IN~>.> .... A JucO 

A JOj V 
A 3040 
A JOS~ 



95 

310 

320 

325 

330 

lE,3 fO F'MA T I l5t2flo,2) A 3060 
16~ FO PMAT ( 21X,I5 , 2F1S.3) . ·· - -- -- A 3070 
165 FO~MAT (l HO t//1 21X , lfHAPPLIED UNIT LOAD) A 30~0 
lbo r OP '~ T ( 1H0 , 20X , SHJUINT;Bx; 7HX FOHCE,BXt 7HY FQRfE,/). A )(190 
lb7 FO,H'.AT (2Fl0•2,I5l ... A 3100 
168 fJRMkT llHu,//•ilX, 2~HMAXIMUM ALLOwA~LE DEFLECTION,2X,F7,St SH I A 3110 ll N)) . · ·· - .. -- . A3120 
169 FORMA T (lHo,zox , 2BH0~FLE~TI0N CONVERGENCE LIMIT,2X,F7,5, SH (lN) A 3130 

l J • • • • A 3140 
170 FORMA T (lH0 , 2ox, 33HI~DETERMINATE STRUC!URAL ANALYSIS) A 3150 
171 FOl«·IAT I l H0 ,20 X, 31HL,t.TERMJNATE STRUCTURAL ANALY!d!>) . A 3H,ii 
172 FOttMAT ( lH0,//•21X, 23HOEFLECT1DN-CALCULATI0NS) . A 3170 
173 FO RM AT 11 H0• 20X • 6H M~MBER ,3X1 SHIOENT,2X, 12HREAL LOAD(~l ,3X, __ 9 __ A 3180 

lhUi•IT LOAD ,n, SHL(If<) , 5X, 6HA(IN2> ,ax, 7HDE:F1IN) ,4x, ilHDC::F IN A 3190 
2F PAil,Jx, l)HIDENT IN~ PAR) . . . . A 3200 

174 FORMAT (21X,J6 ,I8;Fl4:3,Fl2,3,Fl2•2•Fll,2•2Fl5,B,Fl6,8) A 3216 
175 tO RM~T (lH0,2ox, 42HS1RU CT UR~ DEF~ECTION AT-POiNT - OF UNIT LOAD,JX~ - A 3220 

11'7 , 5, 5H (IN)) . - - - . - . . . A 3230 
176 FOR~'.AT tlH0,20X , 40HS IRU CTURE DEFLECTION 1 FLUENCE PARAME1ER,2X,Fl A 324U 10,BJ - . . . . ·- - . . . - A 3250 
177 FO~MAT (1Hu •//•21X, 31HREVIStD DEFLECTION CALCULATIONS) A 326U 
17B FG~~AT (1H0,20X, SOHHtvISEO iyRucfuR~ ·oEFLE~TlON ~T POINT Of ~Nll A 3270 

1LO~u ,JX,F7,5, ~H (INi) . A 3280 
179 FO ~MA T tlrl0,20X, !8HR~VIS~O l!RUC!URE OEFLEfT~ON ANF~~EN~~ PA~AMEJ A 3290 

l l:. R,2X,Flll,8) A 3300 
180 FORMA T 11Ho,2ox, 3oHD~FLECrION CRATERION IA!I~~IEq1 A 331~ 

C A 3320 
fNO A )33~ 
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Subroutine DEFL 

sue ROUT I NE OEFL (OEFStDEFPS,NMEM) B lU 
COMMON ;INFORMl:l/ ALEf~il OO) ,E(lOO) ,A.AllOOl ,SM(4,4) __ .. .. ·e -·-20· 
CU~MUN /I NFOl<ME / RNN(lOO)tRN(l00)1DEF(lOOl10EFP(l00),0EFPG(l00) B JU 
OEFS zc , o • • . .•. -- - B 4U 
DEF PS:;O , U B 50 .. _-~ 
::JO lUl l"l , NM EM B 60 

D(F( I):;O,O B 70 
G!:.F P(ll=O•O -----· a eu ·--· 

COl\'I !NU£ B 90 
Du 102 1=l, NM EM B 100 

llt.F'(I)=(( RN N(I)<>RNII)l*ALEN(l))/(AA(I)*Ell)) - ----- ··- . 8 liu ·--
D~FP (l):(HNN(I) •RN(I) )/((AAll)*AA(l))*E(l)) . B 120 
DE FS=DEFS •DEHl) . . . .. . B 130 
D~F?S =DEFPS+OEFP(l) B 140 

C01'<TINU E - . . B 150 
~£TURN _ __ ____ .. _ ____ ____ . B 160 

~ND 

Subroutine FORMRT 

B - l 70 
B l~Q 

SUBROUTINE FORMRT (Ml C lU 
CO MMUN /I NFOl<M A/ RT (4t4) ,SINT ( 10·01 ,cOST(lOO) ,RTRANS(4,4) ' ------ ---·- "c . 2U .... 
00 l U l I• l, 4 . . . . . • . .. . .. . C 30 
Do lUl J=l,4 ______ ., .. __ _ .. _ ___ __ ........ C 40 

R'IC! ,Jl"'Cl•O - --C- 50 - · 
lol co r-,T lNUC: C 66 

. __ CT=C OST t M) __ _________ ------ ---- .. --------------- C 70 

102 

ST:;Sl T(M ) c-- eo--
RTt1 , 1>=CT C 90 =~ it~\ :g ·-- -.. - .... - . - - ... --- ----------~-g---t~~ ---
RT (4,4) ;CT C 12li 
RTll•2l:;:ST . , ___ ____ ....... ---.. ---·- --·-·-- C 130 Rl(3 14): ST ---- -- - -·c-· 1i; u--
1iT(2 , l) •-ST c 1so 
RT<4•3J,.-ST ..... ·------ __ __ ___ _ C loO 

ROTATION MATRIX T~ANS~OSE 

DO 102 I'"l•4 
00 102 J•l,4 

RT RANS(Jal);;RT(l 1 Jl.. .... _ .. _ ... _ ...... . . 
CO NTI NU E •. 
~ET URN 

- -- ·c · - 110 ----
c 180 

. --· --·-- .. , __________ ._c 190 
C 200 
C 21 0 
C 220 -----·------c · · 230 -·--

C . - . 
c 240 
C 250 
C - 2~~ - ---
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Subroutine MULT 
SUBROUTINE MULT \A,MAtNA16,M8tNB,C) 
G1~E~ SJON 1 1,,41, 8(4•4>, Cl!•!> -
Do 1~2 I=l , MA 
DO 102 J:al,N& 

SU M=u•O 
00 10I L"l,NA 

SUMaSUM+A(l,Ll*~(L,J) 
CO•f,INUE . . 
Ct;,J)•SUM 

~O NTIN UE 
METURN 

~ND 

Subroutine FORMSM 
S\J EROU TI NE FORMSM (Ml 

0 lll . .. . . - - . ·---- -· D 20 
0 30 
o i.0 ·- ·-· ---- ---· -- -o ·-- $U . 
O 60 

.. - --· --· 0 70 o ao 
0 90 
D 100 - -·· - - - - -----·- 0- uo 
O 120 

--·- ·- . ···-· . - - --- -- _ o _}~~ 

co ~~ ON /!NFORMB/ ALEN(lOOl,E(l00)•AA(lOO),SM(4,4) 
AL=A~E~!M) . - . 

E 10 
E .. zj 
E 30 

A: It.A ( Ml 0 E (~1)) /AL ----··- -_ 
Oo 101 1:1,i. 
DO 101 J=l,4 

SM<I,Jl•IJ•O 

E 40 
E su -
E 60 
E 70 

101 Co ,-..r I UE E 80 
E 90 
e: 100 
E . llU 

SM ( l , l) ::A 
!) M( 3,Jl=A 
S;~ t1,31-,,-A 
SM(3,l)=·A 
hETJRN 

~ND 

Subroutine INDEX 
SUSClOUT INE lNOEX \M) _ 
co~::\uN /lNFORMC/ .,IC\59) •K9(S9> tlN14) 
JJ:JC(M) 
t<K= r<C<M ) ___ _ _ _______ ·-·- ---
.i2=2*JJ 
1<2::2°,<K 
I N! 2)cJ2 -------·-·----- ... 
IN!ll=J2•1 
IN(4 ) ::K2 
1N t3):s K2•l 
RETURN 

~ND 

E 12v 
E 130 
E 140 
E lSQ 

F 10 
F 2q 
F JU 
F 40 

- F SV 
F 60 
F 70 
F tlO - -
F 90 
F 100 

·-· F 1i& 
F 120 
E 1~Q 
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Subroutine SOLVE 

SUBROUTINE SOLVE INJ01NT,IBAN0) 
C0 ~MON /!NFOHMO/ ~(lO~t20l,AJ(ioo,21,DJ(lOOt2) 

bAuS~IA N ELI MINATJON 

t,EQ=2•NJOINT 
NEQl =NEQ•l 
C/0 105 1=1 , NEQl 
. DIA G:S(!dl 

.JE:..O= NEQ•I•l 
IF (JE NO,GT ,lBANOl JEND•lBANO 
00 lvJ J=2,JEN0 . 

G l 0 
G 211 
G jO 

-- ·---- __ G -· _4U _ 
G 50 
G 6~ 
G 70 

- - G -·--so -
G 9U 
G 160 --- -- G - 110--
G 120 

.. -- -- ---·- -- · --- JR0il"l•J•l _ ·o --------- g--t~o -

C 
C 
C 

C 

FaC=S<I,Jl/DIAG 
JCOL=O 
Do 101 i<.:..1,JENO 

JCOL.=JCOL•l 

. G 150 
G 106 

---·----·- G- 170 -
S<JROw,JCOLJ:S(JROWtJCOLl•Sll,Kl*FAC 

CoNTI NUE -_____ - · . ... ___ - _____ __ _ 
G 180 
G l 90 101 

102 

103 

DO 102 K:'1, 2 
AJIJRO~,K)aAJ(JROw,K)•AJ(1 1 Kl•FAC 

CoNTINUE .-.- ~ __ : -
S<l,J):FAC 

C0"lfINUE 
DO 104 11.=l ,2 

AJ< I,K):AJ(I,Kl/0IAG 
104 CON T! NvE . -
105 CO!, Tl NU E oo 106 K=1 ,2 

. AJ( NEQ ,K)•AJ(NEQ,K)/S(NEQ,l) 
l 06 ~JNTlNUE - . . 

BACII. SUB)T!TU Ti vN 

DO 109 K11 1•2 
OJ( NE0 , 11.l=AJ(NEQ ,Kl 

--- DO lOB I=l,NEQl . 
JRU w=t, EQ-l 
J El• O= NEO - .JROW • l 
IF (JENO,C,T, I~ANO) ~END:IBANO 
RHS:AJ(JROW;Kl .. 

- - . - - G-- ,ou - -
G 210 
G 220 - -- - - ---- ·G· 230 - -
G 2<+U 

_____ . _______ _ ____ G 250 
G 260 
G 270 -- --·--- --- ---· -··--- -~ ~;i --
G 300 
G 310 
G jzu - · 
G jJO 
G 340 
G 3Sii 
G 360 

- ---····· - ·- _ _____ _____ __ G 370 __ _ 
G JSU 
G 390 

..• _ -·-·- -- __ ____ _ -·-·· G .. oo __ 
G 410 
G 420 DO 107 J=i::,JENO 

JCOL=JROW+J•l . __ ___ _ __ _ ___________ ____ __ G . 430 ____ . 
G 440 
G 45U 107 

108 
109 

RNS=RHS-S(JROW,Jl•OJ(JCOL,K) CONTINUE - .. - . . . 
OJ<JROw,Kl•RHS .-

CONTINUE . 
CONTINUE 
~ETURN --------------- _________ _ 

;NO 

G 460 
G 470 --
G 490 
G 490 - - -----·----G·- soo -···· 
G 51~ 
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Subroutine GROUP 

SUSROU TI~E GROU~ 
COMMON /I NFO RM S/ 
COMM ON / INFORM[/ 
CO MM ON /INFO RMF/ 
DO 101 l"ltl'<HEM 
. DErPG<Il"O •O 
cor. T: NUE 

(NMEM ,NUMIO) H 10 
~LEN(lOO!,E(lOO)tAA(lOOltSMl4,4) H 20 ·-··-
RNNI lOO) ,RN( 1001 •OEFI lOOl ,DEFPllOO) ,DEF'PGI 1001 H JO 
lOE Ni 11001 ,JV01.1lOO~ ,TDEt lillO) ,AYDEE~ 1iQ~l. -~- ____ _ ~ _ ;i ---

00 l D4 r=l, NU~IO 
TVO Lll)=o . o 
Tu( F( I):O •O 
AVOEFP(Il=o.o 
DO 102 J=l, MEM 

IF (IDENT (Jl,NE!Il GO TO lo? 
TV0L<I)=TV0L(I1•(AA(J)*ALEN(J)) 
TDEF(ll:<TuEF(I> •DEF(J) . . 

CO NTi ll< UE -
AVOEFP(I)=TO~FII)/lVOL.(l) 
~O 103 J "ltNMEM • 

IF (I DEN T(J) ,NE!l) ~o TO lo~ 
0EF PG(Jl•AV 0EFP1I) 

CO NT F'<VE 
CO M Tl NU£ 
~ETURN 

;ND 

H 60 
H 70 ·· .. --- - - ---·- ·-H -· eo --·-
H 9(i 
H IOU ·- --·-· H · 110 --·--
H . 120 
H 130 
H l4U 
H l 50 
"H 160 
H 170 
H !BO 
H 190 
H 200 
H 210 
H 22U 

--- - --- H z3U 
H 2 .. 0 

. .. -- . _ ... -· _ -· __ J:I 25Q _ - ·-
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B.15 Storage Location Revisions 

Member Modifications 

Single storage arrays dependent on the number of members (M), 

currently 100, are: 

SINT(lOO) 

COST ( 100) 

ALEN ( 100) 

E (100) 

AA(lOO) 

RA(lOO) 

IDENT(lOO) 

RNN(lOO) 

RN(lOO) 

DEF(lOO) 

DEFP {100) 

DEFPG(lOO) 

H (100) 

T (100) 

Note that no program modifications are required if the number of mem-

bers remains less than or equal to 100. 

The only multidimensional storage array dependent on the num-

ber of members is the member end actions matrix, AM(400,2). The 400 

represents 100 members times 4 member end actions, while the 2 

specifies the number of loading cases (real and unit loading systems 

respectively). 

Joint Modifications 

Single storage arrays dependent on the number of joints (JN), 

currently 50, are: 

JC(50) 

KC(50) 

X(50) 

Y(50) 

XTFIX(50) 

YTFIX(50) 
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Multidimensional storage arrays dependent on the number of 

joints are: 

S(l00,20) 

AJ(l00,2) 

PA (100, 2) 

DJ (100 ,2) 

In each of these four matrices, the 100 represents 50 joints times 2 

independent translations per joint. The second parameter in the S 

matrix specifies the maximum !BAND limit (see Appendix B.6). The 

second parameter in the AJ, PA, and DJ matrices specifies the total 

number of loading cases to be analyzed. 

Stiffness Matrice Modifications 

As long as the program is to remain a plane truss analysis-

design routine, member stiffness matrice modifications need not be 

attempted. The current method of solution employs the following sto-

rage arrays to allow axial loads and shear at each member end: 
IN(4) RT(4,4) 

JTL(4) RTRANS(4,4) 

0(4) SM(4,4) 

AMT{4) TEMP{4,4) 

SMR(4,4) 

This concludes the listing of storage arrays necessary to in-

sure program operation in its current form. When revising any array 

dimensions, all COMMON and DIMENSION statements throughout the main 

program and its subprograms must be changed to reflect the desired 

modifications. 



APPENDIX C 

DESIGN EXAMPLES 
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C.l Design Example 1 

Design Example 1 involves the design, analysis, and optimiza-

tion of the one-bay three-story truss system shown in Fig. C.la. This 

braced frame was selected primarily to illustrate gravity and lateral 

load design procedures, in addition to demonstrating the use of Pro-

gram WTDl for drift computation and member area modification. This 

particular truss is assigned a rather restrictive structure deflection 

index of H/800 to necessitate the use of the program's design and 

optimization routines. The truss as designed for strength consider~-

tions has a computed deflection index of H/735. 

In this and all other design examples, the most recent AISC 

specifications are used. Assumptions employed in the various designs 

are specified as needed. For this example, a listing of the data file 

required for program execution is shown fol l owing th~ design calcula-

tions and preceeding the program output. 

STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION 

The elevation and plan views for Design Example 1 are shown in 

Fig . I.Ca and b respectively. The building is rectangular in plan, 

75 ft by 56 ft, with two wind trusses per direction acting to resist 

the applied lateral forces. Therefore, each truss in the direction of 

the applied lateral load (Fig. C.lb) has an effect ive wind width of 

37.5 ft. St ructura l members in this and all other design frames are 

assumed to be A36 steel. 



Applied 
1 atera 1 
load 
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20· .I. 16' • I. 
Fig. C.la 

Braced frame system 
Design Example 1. 

20· • I 

I.O 
(V') 

II .. 
N 
.-I 

All joints 
pinned 

Braced frames 

---+-

~ ------- ------
1 .2~ I I ~6 ~ I .2° ~ I 

Fig. C.lb 
Structure plan view 
Design Example 1. 



GRAVITY LOAD DESIGN 

Loads 

Live loads: 

Dead load: 

Beam Design 

105 

80 ps f floors 

40 psf roof 

20 psf snow 

50 psf all levels 

Assume that beams and girders located perpendicular to the 

braced framing systems span 25 ft. 

Beam Beam load (k/ft) Beam moment (k-ft) 

88 = w(l / /8 

104 

· Roof 2.75 

Floors 3.25 

Beam Trial beam 

Roof W 16 X 31 

Floors W 18 X 35 

Column Design 

MR (k-ft) 

94 

116 

Area (in2) 

9.13 

10. 30 

Tributary area for each floor level: 450 ft2 

All KLx = KLy = 12ft. 

Level Column load (k) Trial column PALLOW (k) Area (in2) 

3-4 

2-3 

1-2 

WIND LOAD DESIGN 

49.5 

108.0 

166.5 

W 8 X 17 

W 8 X 28 

W 8 X 35 

53 

118 

168 

5.01 

8.23 

10.30 

Assume that a constant wind pressure of 20 psf is applied to 

the exposed face of the structure. Since each braced frame in 
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the direction of concern must provide 50% of the structure's 

lateral support, the tributary wind width is 37.5 ft. 

For simplified design, assume a counter bracing system, 

in which only the tension member is assumed to act in resisting 

wind forces (the compression diagonal with a large 1/r ratio is 

assumed to buckle, thus providing no resistance). 

Level 

4 

3 

2 

Wind force (k) 

4.5 

9.0 

9.0 

** see AISC Sec. 1.5.6 

3/4 W (k)** 

3.375 

6.750 

6.750 

Member design loads resulting form the applied wind forces are 

summarized in Fig. C.2. 
3.375kC 3. 375k __.,.. _______ _ 

6.750k 

6. 750k 

I-
.::.I!. 
0 

0 

.. 
I-
.::.I!. .-. 
M 
L.(') . 
N 

I-
.::.I!. 
L.(') 
N .-. 
0 .-. 

Fig. C.2 
Member loads due to wi nd 

Design Example 1. 

. 
N 

. 
0 .-. 
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COMBINED LOAD CASE DESIGN 

Column Check 

Level 3/ 4 (I~) k 3/4(D+L) k 3/4(D+L+W) k (D+L)O.K.? 

3-4 2.53 37.13 39.66 Yes 

2-3 10.13 81.00 91. 13 Yes 

1-2 22.78 124.88 147.66 Yes 

Beam Check 

Assume floor slabs provide full lateral beam support. 
fa fbx 

AISC Eq. 1.6-lb : 0. 6Fy + Fbx ~ 1.0 

Beam 3/4 Beam moment (k-ft) AISC 1.6-lb 

Roof 66 0.72 O.K. 

Floor (level 3) 78 0.72 O.K. 

Floor (level 2) 78 0.75 O.K. 

Bracing Desi~ 

Assume Ft= 0.6Fy, compute member areas required to satisfy 

3/4(W) forces. 

Level 

3-4 

2-3 

1-2 

3/4(W) k 

4.22 

12.66 

21.09 

Area (in2) 

0.20 

0.59 

0.98 

Assume minimum size bracing member (for fabrication purposes) 

is L 3 x 2 x 3/16. 

Level ~ ra c i.!!.9_memb~_r ~~_( i n2) -----
3-4 L 3 X 2 X 3/16 0. 902 

2-3 L 3 X 2 X 3/16 0.902 

1-2 L 3 X 2 X 1/4 1. 19 
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STRUCTURE DRIFT LIMIT 

Maximum allowable lateral deflection at top of structure due 

to full wind load: H/800 = 0.540 in. 

PROGRAM WTDl DATA FILE MODEL 

Fig. C.3 defines the member and joint numbering systems 

incorporated in the structure's data file. Note that the 

maximum JENO-KENO difference is 3. For this example, the 

joint numbering shown results in the least possible stiffness 

matrix bandwidth. 

(j)--g -
3 

Fig. C.3 
Structure model 

Design Example 1. 
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Pro ram WTDl Data File - Exam le 1 

l- --!·- I ' -t--1 -:-1 -
l -- ! 

- L--- . . - -~· -·· 

. - I i- •·- I • i : j ' '--+-+ L -1 +- H -- r·-l- 1-l--i 
' 

r -· 

r . 

_:J-
L 
1-

--4----· _ ___J__--! . _ _J __ , ___ -·--·--· -- ·- - · - ·-- -:---L- :--:--:-:;--l--.--,---1--! 
-1----- ·-·----- i - ,--r-".-r -t-----, - -j--r--. "T ~ --r -, · ---~-~ ,--~ __ ,_, _:_ ~ 
l----· t -,-L-1 -.. --r - -i ·~ -1 ~-i-:_, !--<: -p~---
1---!-: · '",- /,__'. L- ~- · J___ -! i-- -'.- 1 

-- 1 .. ;_ L' --!- '-_j ~- -' ' 

0 0 

0 0 

' 

0 0 

0 .. .. .. 

"' 

· - t 

_, --~ - !- - I 

' 

l -i-: - - ~. 

--, --- ._: __ r--· ~--t-=-
- , __ _ - - --- -..L-

' ___ L -

- -r--.-.. ,-, ·- 1· - r f 

-Nf'>OOOOOO 

~: -_ _c - l _L. 1---i -
I 

0 O O O O O O O O O O O O O ' ,, , .· , + .. .. r 
o o o o o o o o o o o o i- -,· .. t_ 

----L - - •. . · - --"T'---, 
0 0 0 0 0 0 O O O O O O . 

-i-

0000000000 0 
o o o o o o r r r r r r r r r r r ~ "'"'"" ................ .. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,., er 0 N 0 " ,, 0 ,, l --: 

,., .. 0 .., 0 ,., 0 .., .. o I - · -· i -.--
' - ~ J __, _ _ _J 

~ .. • • .. ,, ,.. .. . . -'·--.. ~ CD • .., .. 0 • Ill 0 0 .. 0 Gt ., - .. .. .. ~ ,.. 0 0 

- -1 T-· L -,-I ---·· 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 ,, .,, ,. .. .. .. • • • ~ .. • 0 0 0 "' 0 , , 
0 .. 0 .. 0 .. • • .. .. • · r 1 • . ! ·-- ,., Ill - "',,, Ill "' r "' ill' .. 0 .. 

I - I ' "' 
I . ' I I • 

0 
l'I • Ill • .. • - "' ,. .. Ill ... ,. CII r 0 .. 1ft,., Ill ,. ,. 



OESIG~ EXAMPLE l l BAY~ STORY D;TERMINATE !R~S~ ·- ··- - · - --- - - ·---- ·---
NUMBER OF JOINTS • 8 

. NUMSEH OF ~EMBERS. 12 

JOINT X ( IN) YI IN> XTFI,. Y!fIX 
-·-- ··--- ·--- ·- - -·---·--- - - -- --

l o.uo 0 00 l l 
2 · 192.00 0 00 1 l 

- -· -·- - 3 -- 0.110 144 00 ·- - - 0 -· 0 
~ 192.00 1"4 00 0 0 
5 o.oo 2b8 00 0 0 

___ 6 __ l,;2.00 . 288 00 - - 0 -- . - 0 
1 o.uo 432 00 0 0 
s 192.uo 432 00 0 0 

- - - -- - - --- ------ -- -

____________ ME!'!aEf. 

l 
2 
3 
i. 

JENO t:<END l.(IN> _ A1IN2) 

5 
6 
7 
e . 
9 

l C, 
---- -- -· 11 1, 

l 3 
J s 5 - ----. - ---7 -
l 4 
J 4 3 - - - - - 6 
5 6 
S --- ---- 8 _ 
7 8 
2 4 
• .. ·-- -· .. 6 - - . 
6 ~ 

144.00 
144:oo 
144;00 
240;00 
192;00 
240;00 
192;00 
240:00 
192;00 
}44;00 
144:oo 
144 ! 00 

STRUC!~RAL STEEL VOl.UM~--- lJ206.24 _ (IN3) 

AP?LI~O JOINT LOAqS 

10.30 
a.2J 
s.01 
1.19 

10.JC 
.90 

10.30 
.90 

9.13 
10.30 
6.23 
s.01 

-----· --- .. -- - --
--- - - - --- ------------- ----- ---

E lKSl) ___ IDENT --------------- ·- - _ __ ___ _ __ _ 
29000.00 
290 00 . 00 2 
29000.00 3 . . . - - -
29000.00 0 
2~~00.0 0 0 29 coo.oo ---- o 
?~Ooo.9o o 
29 000.00 ____ o ____________ _ -------···-·---- _____ _ 
~9 000.~o o 

-0 -s 
0 

(.Q 
-s 
Q) 
3 

~ 
Cl ...... 
0 
C: 
c-t-
-0 
C: 
c-t-

29000.00 l ITl 
29ouo.i>o __ __ 2________ _________ ________ _ _ ~ 
?9000~~0 3 3 

"O __, 
---- ----- - (1) 

...... 

______ J01"4.f ____ x...f0RCE(K) ___ •t_FOR9E(K1 -------- ---- --
3 9.000 0.000 · · - -- -- - _i ____ ---- tggg--- --- -- 8:88~ 

--- -- --- - ----------- ·----- . ------- -~- ·- .. -------------------- --- -- ···- - -------------
AP?~!;O UNIT LOAD 

- Jcilfir ___ . - X -FORC~ y ~OR9; 

__J_ _____ -- 1. 000 ___ --- . 9.000 ---- ---

...... ...... 
0 



MAK!MUM ALLOWABLE DEFLECTl~N .SltOOO (IN) 

OEFLE~TION CONVERGENCE LIM~T O.OOOOC (IN) 
- -· ·-- -. - -·· - .. 

OETERMI"A!E S!RUCTURAL ANA~YSl~ 

OEFLE~TION CALCULATION~ 
MEMBER IDENT REAL LDAoCK) uNIT LOAD 

·- ~ ·- .. ~ -·· 1~-~00 ·1.500 
• !5 .150 

3 3 0.000 • 000 
-- - " . - . (i ----· 2a.1,5 1.250 

5 0 .22.soo -1.coo 
b u 1(,.815 1.zso 

. 7 _ i) - - -13.500 -1.000 a 0 5.6?5 1.2so 
9 u -4.500 -1.coo 

l () - l -3o.3!S -2.250 u 2 -13.Soo -1.soo 
12 3 -3.3?5 -.150 

ST RU C!URE DEFLECTION A! PO~NT OF ~NIT LOAD 

sTRUc!URE DEFLEC 1 ION INFLu;NCE PARAMET;R 

... 
~£vIS~O O~FLE:TION CALfULA!ION~ 

"-E"'SER _. lOEN! REAL LOAD(K) UNIT LC~Q 
l l 13.500 1.soo 
2 2 3.3(5 .150 
3 3 0•000 •000 
4 0 28.125 1.250 
5 0 .22.500 -1.000 
6 u -· --- · 16.tl75 1 .,so 
7 0 -13.5 00 -1.000 
8 0 5,6~5 1,250 

--·-- --·- 9 ... 0 - - ··- -4.500 -1.QOO 
16 l - ~o .3?5 -2.2so 

2 -13,500 

L(lN) A(IN2). DEFCIN) DEF INF ~~R IDE"! INF Pt.R 
i44.00 lO•B - .00911o2~~ · .ooc oo oss - • OOCCl•~O 
44.oo a. - .0015?1 - - -· .000 00 1~9 ;cooGc!:i::o 

144,00 5,0! 0,00000000 0.0 0000000 ;:ooooill 74 
240,00 1.i~ -- .24449435 .o ooosto7 _ ~!GOOCOOOO 
192.00 lo.30 ,Ol 44b2b7 ,00000731 -- 0!00000 CCO 
240,00 ;90 .l93SJ544 .oooe9~01 O!COOCOOOO 
192,00 - 10;30 .00807760 .000 00~39 il•G ~oooooo 
240.oo ;9l) ···---· .06-+5118 1 --- - .0 0029800 - O!o,oococo 
192.00 9;1J .00326321 .ooooo ieo O!(luOOOOCO 
14~.oo _ 10;30 _____ ·- .0329~717 . __ ,00002221 ,00001 4 "0 · - · 14~.oo 9;2~ ,0122~771 ,00 001031 - ;oooc;o5so 
11+~.oo 5!0~ .0025~878- .oooo0~4& ~0000017'> 

.5~7~1 <.I.~> 
• 00210552 - -·· - --- ·- ··- - - - · -- - . - - -

L ( IN) __ A(IN2>. --·- DEFCIN) - ~EF INF ~AR ID;N! INF Pt.~ 
144,00 10.30 ,00976230 .oco oo?sB .oooc1 i. -o 
14~.oo e.23 .0015?721 .00000129 ; ooooc;5oO 
14'+•00 S!Ol 0•00000000 0.000 0000 0 ;G OCC G17~ 
246.oo l•3C: ·- .21 983639 ,0 006..Z ll 0,00000~00 
192.00 10.36 ,0144§2~7 .00 000731 0,00000000 
240.00 1;0~ - - -- . "1702~45~ _ ... • 0006~?11 o;oocooooo 
192,00 10.311 .ooso77t>O . 00000~39 o•OOJ:JCOOO 
246.oo .90 ,0645il6l .0002 ~~00 0!0000 000 0 
192.00 9 lJ -- .00326321 _ .00000150 Q•vOOOOOOO 
144.00 lo 3D .0329~777 ,00002?21 !00001"'+0 
144.00 ll -1.soo e 23 ,01221111 .00001031 .ooooos&o 

12 3 -3.J?s -.750 14~.oo s O! ___ ,oo25QS1L ____ ~o~oo_o~48 ___ . _ _ioooooJ!.• ___ 

REVIS~D STRUc!UR~ D;F LsCTI~N AT POINT OF UNIT LO~O 

~EVIS~D SJRUc!URE O~FLsCT~~N INFLYsNCE PARAMET;R 

STRUC!uRAL STsEL VOLUMS 132~7 !~3 (IN3) 

DEFLE~TION CRITERION S~TI§~IED 

!54000 1.I.N) 

! 001739~5 

..... ..... ..... 
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PROGRAM WTDl RESULTS 

Structure steel volume (in3) 

Structure deflection (in) 

Structure defl. infl. parameter 

Initial 

13206.2 

0.58791 

o. 00211 

Revised 

13267.8 

0.54000 

0.00174 

Member Modifications 

Area (in2) 
Member ~ Orig. Rev. New Section Area(in2) 

1.44 4 

6 

Bracing 1.19 

Bracing 0.90 

1.32 L 3(1/2) X 2(1/2) X 1/4 

1.03 L 3 X 2 X 1/4 1. 19 
---Original braced frame volume with all members: 13923.8 in3 

Final braced fr~me steel volume (including opposite counter bracing 

members): 14047.8 in3 

Deflection decrease= 8.15%. 

Volume increase= 0.89%. 

Structural stiffness increase= 8.87%. 

Note the sizeable structure deflection decrease (8. 15%) pro-

vided bythesmallersteel volume increase (0.89%). The final 

braced frame results for Design Example 1 are summarized in 

Fig. C.4. 
.. - ---

The above method of manually accounting for the volume of the 

inactive diagonal member results in a near but not necessarily exact 

optimal solution. As shown in Sec. 4.4, inclusion of the volume of 

the inactive diagonal in the optimization program will result in 

relatively less volume increase assigned to the bracing when members 

other than the bracing are also modified. In this particular design 
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example, only bracing member areas are increased, and the least 

weight solution has been reached. The zero force members can be 

considered in Program WTDl by declaring them. in an !DENT group 

with the other diagonal and assigning the zero force members a 

low modulus of elasticity so the analysis will show essentially no 

load in these members. Alternatively, the program could be modified 

to consider zero force members for group DEFP computation while 

omitting them from the analysis. 



W 8 X 17 
(column) 

W 8 X 28 

W 8 X 35 

C.2 Design Example 2 
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W 16 X 31 

Fig. C.4 

L 3 X 2 X 3/16 
(bracing) 

L 3 X 2 X 1/4 

L 3(1/2) X 2(1/2) X 1/4 

Final braced frame members 
Design Example 1. 

Design Example 2 involves the design, analysis, and optimiza-

tion of the one bay eight story truss system shown in Fig. C.5. This 

braced frame was selected to demonstrate more completely the program's 

design capabilities, including the member !DENT feature. 

For design purposes, two story high columns are used in addi-

tion to a fully effective truss system in which both the bracing mem-

bers in tension and compression are assumed to act in resisting 

lateral forces. This particular structure is assigned a maximum de-

flection index of H/600. 
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STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION 

The elevation view for Design Example 2 is shown in Fig. C.5. 

This building is rectangular in plan, 75 ft by 56 ft, with two wind 

trusses per direction acting to resist the applied lateral forces. 

As in Design Example 1, each truss in the direction of the applied 

lateral load has an effective wind width of 37.5 ft. 

Gm 

-
I.O 

°' II 

-N 
,-f 

I . 20· ~I. 16' • I . 20· I 
All joints 

___ _._ ____ ~_, pinned 

Fig. C.5 
Braced frame system 
Design Example 2. 



GRAVITY LOAD DESIGN 

Loads 

Live load: 

Dead load: 

Beam Design 

116 

80 psf all levels, including roof 

50 psf all levels 

Assume, as in Design Example 1, that beams and girders located 

perpendicular to the braced frames span 25 ft. Therefore, the 

maximum beam moment is 104 k-ft and the most economical sec-

tion proves to be a W 18 x 35. 

Column Design 

Tributary area for each two story column stack: 900 ft 2 

Level Column load (k) Trial column PALLOW (k) 

7-9 

5-7 

3-5 

1-3 

WIND LOAD DESIGN 

117 

234 

351 

468 

W 8 X 28 

W 10 X 49 

W 12 X 65 

W 14 X 87 

118 

255 

354 

493 

Assume the wind pressure distribution shown in Fig. C.6 is 

applied to the exposed face of the structure. Using a tri-

butary wind width of 37.5 ft (see Design Example 1), the 

structure design wind forces are as summarized in Fig. C.7. 
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Fig. C.6 
Wind pressure distribution 

. Design Example 2. 



Level 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

13.50k 

13.50k 

13.50k 

11.25k 

6.75 

118 

Wind force (k) 3/4 W (k) 

9.0 6.75 

18.0 13.50 

18.0 13.50 

18.0 13.50 

15.0 11. 25 

13. 5 10.13 

9.0 6.75 

9.0 6.75 

-(D 

--0) 

--® 

--© 

-0 

Fig. C. 7 
Design wind forces 
Design Example 2. 
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Bracing Design 

The fully effective truss employed in this structure, was 

designed assuming that each bracing member on each floor 

level of the indeterminate truss accepts 50% of the cumu-

lative lateral shear. The design procedure for each level 

involved computing the design force in the compression dia-

gonal, selecting a trial section, and calculating the maxi-

mum allowable load based on the appropriate slenderness 

ratio. 

Level 3/4 W (k) Trial member PALLOW (k) 

8-9 4.22 *L 3(1/2) X 3 X 1/4 9.92 

7-8 12.66 L 4 x 3 X 5/16 13.48 

6-7 21.09 L 4 X 3(1/2) X 7/16 21. 78 

5-6 29.53 L 4 x 3 {1/2) X 5/8 30.10 

4-5 36 . 56 L 6 X 4 X 1/2 40.95 

3-4 42.89 L 6 X 4 X 9/16 45.52 

2-3 47.11 L 6 X 4 X 5/8 50.00 

1-2 51. 33 L 7 X 4 X 5/8 55.49 

* indicates member size controlled by AISC 1.8. 4. 

COMBINED LOAD CASE DESIGN 

Column Check 

Level 3/4(W) k 3/4(D+L) k 3/4(D+L+W) k (D+L)O.K.? 

7-9 12.65 87.75 100. 40 Yes 

5-7 63.28 175.50 238.78 Yes 

3-5 150.61 263.25 413.86 No (354) 

1-3 263.67 351. 00 614.67 No (493) 
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Level New column PALLOW (k) Area (in2) 

3-5 W 12 X 79 431 23.2 

1-3 W 14 X 111 631 32.7 

Beam Check 

Level 3/4 W (k} AISC Eg. 1.6-lb 

9 3.37 0.69 O.K . 

8 10.13 0. 72 O.K. 

7 16.88 0.750.K. 

6 23.63 0.78 O.K. 

5 29.25 0.80 O.K. 

4 34.31 0.83 O.K. 

3 37.69 0.84 O.K. 

2 41.06 0.86 O.K. 

STRUCTURE DRIFT LIMIT 

Maximum allowable lateral deflection at top of structure due to 

full wind load: H/600 = 1.920 in. 

PROGRAM WTDl DATA FILE MODEL 

Fig. C.8 defines the member and joint numbering systems incor-

porated in the structure's data file. Note that the maximum 

JENO-KENO difference is 3. For this example, the joint number-

ing shown results in the least possible stiffness matrix band-

width. 
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Fig. C.8 
Structure model 

Design Example 2. 



___ __ _ DESIGN_ EOMPLE 2.. _•!. LBA)' --! .S.T0RL l~JtR141NAT~. !Rl:/5_5. _ _ _ _ 

NU~BER OF JOINTS • 18 

- NUMBER- oF MEMBERS . ; --~o 

JOINT X ( INJ Y(INJ XTf'lX 

l o,oo 0,00 l 
2 192•110 0! 00 l 

-- - - -- J ____ o•oo _ lH!oo _ _ ··-· o 
4 192• uo 144! 00 0 
5 o.oo 288,00 0 

,rnx 
1 
1 

- 0 
0 
0 
0 

- - - -· - - ------ - ------ - ------ - - - - ·- -

·------- -----

-- - . - --- - - - --- ------------
- - - · ------ - ·-- - - ---

__ ___ 6. ___ 192,00 __ 21:1e:ilo _ _ _ o _ _ 
7 0,00 432;00 0 0 --- ----- - - - -- ·-- -
8 192,00 432~00 0 0 

0 9 0,110 _ _ 97&;00 _ - --- 0 - - -- _ 
10 192,00 576;00 0 0 ---- - - --- --- ---- ---------
11 o,oo 1zo:oo o 0 

0 __ _ ----· 12 __ 192,UO 7~0;:00 __ _ .. ___ 0 
13 o,oo 864,00 0 

0 . --------- - -------- - - ------ -- ----· --- - -·-. 
14 192,00 864;00 0 0 

0 . ___ _ _ 15 ___ _ __ 0,00 _ 1ous;oo ____ __ ___ o 
16 l9i\Oo 1011s;oo o 0 - - __ ,. ___ - - - -· 

11 o.oo 11s2;00 o 
- - ____ 1a ___ 192,90 ____ 11s2;:oo ___ __ o 

0 
0 ---- -· - - ------- - - - - ---

-
MEMBER J~NO l(ENO L'1NI A I lN21 ~ (l(Sl_l l~~NT 

---- · 1 _ _ ·--- l ___ _ _ _ 3 144,00 . 32,70 
2 3 s u4;oo 32.10 
J s 7 U4;oo 23,20 

- -· ·-- _ L _ .. _ _ 1 _ ---· 9 __ 144;00 _ 23,20 
5 9 11 144;00 14,40 
6 11 13 144 ; 00 14,40 

_ _ __ ___ 7 ____ 13 _ ____ 1S _ 144;01> __ a,23 
8 15 17 144~00 8,23 
9 2 4 144;00 32, 70 

--_____ l O ·- -- 4 - --- - ~ ---· 14!; 00 -- 32, 70 
11 6 8 10;00 23,20 
12 8 10 144;00 23,20 

---- _ - - l~---- 10_ ______ 12 __ 144;00 _ 14,40 
14 12 14 144;00 14,40 
1s 14 16 ui.:oo e,23 

___ ___ _ _ 16 ___ __ 16 _ _ __ 1~ ____ 14.;oo e.23 
17 J 4 192,00 10,30 
1a 5 6 192 : 00 lo.Jo 

_ __ ___ 19 .. ___ _ __ 7. _ --- 8 _ _ 192;00 10,30 

~:~~t~~ - ----- -t--- - - - - -- - - - ---- ---- - - - ------ -
29000,00 2 
?9000,~0 2 29000,UO - --·- ·3 - - - - ---- -- -------
29000,00 3 
29000~00 4 29000.00 -- ---- · 4--- ---- - - - ---- - - - - -
29000,00 i 
29000,0o 1 
29000,uo -----2----------- -
29000,oo 2 
29000.i>o 3 29000.00 ·--- -- -3--- -- - ·- - --- ---- - - ----- -- --·-----
~9000~QO 4 
29000,00 4 29000,00 0-----------
29000.00 0 
29000,00 0 

"'O 
"1 
0 

!O 
"1 
QI 
3 
:E: 
-f 
0 ...... 
C) 
C: 
rt ...... 

"O N 
C: N 
rt 

I 

!Tl >< 
QI 
3 

"O 
--' 
Cl) 

N 



9 10 192;00 10.30 2~000,0o 0 - . - -- . ----·-·-- - --
20 
21 11 12 192;00 10.30 29000.00 0 
22 ·-·- - 13 ----- 14 192 ; 00 10 .30 29000.00 0 
23 15 16 192~00 10.30 29000.00 -- ---·o --------- --------·------ -- - -

2~ 17 1 ti 192;00 10.Jo 29000,00 0 
25 3 _ -- - 2 240 ; 00 --- 6.48 29000,00 ----- 5 --- ---- ---· - - - --- -- - . - ------- -- --26 1 4 2"0,00 6,"B 290uo.oo 5 
27 5 4 240;00 5.86 29000,90 6 
28 3 6 2.0 ; 00 5,86 29000.00 6 
;>Q 7 6 240;00 5,31 29000.00 1 
JC, 5 8 21+0 ; 00 5.J1 29000,0o - - 7 - ~- - -
Jl 9 8 240 ;oo •.75 29000.~o 8 
32 1 10 240;00 4.15 29000.90 8 
33 11 10 zi.o;oo 4.30 29000.00 9 

--- - 3~ ---- 9 -- ---- 12 - 240 ; 00 •.Jo 29000.0o 9 
35 13 12 240 ;00 3.09 29000.90 --- -·-10 --------- ----
36 11 14 240;00 3.09 ?9000.90 lo 
37 ------ -- 1S --------·- 14 - . 240;00 2,09 29000.00 __ __ ____ 11 
38 13 16 240;00 2.09 z9000.0o l} 
39 17 1~ 240 ;oo 1,56 ?9000,90 

-·----- - 41) --- __ 15 ---- l~--- - 240!00 -1. 56 _ ~9900.-110 

ST~UC!URAL STEEL VOLUM~ 77105.28 llNJJ 
··- - -- -- ------- ------··--

-- APPLl~D -JOINT- LOA(?S 
JOINT II 1'0RC:£ (I<) Y 1'0R~t1K1 

3 9.000 0.000 
5 1J·088 8·888 _7 ___ .s --- --· · -- - - . --------·-------- -------------
9 1s.ooo 9.009 11 1a.ooo 0,000 

· -- 13 ____ 1a~ooo . _____ o.ooo 
15 19.000 0.000 
17 9.000 9.009 

--- AP~LlfD....UNIT--1.0AO __ _____________ _ 

JOINT 

17 

X FORC~ 

1.000 

Y ~OR~~ 
- 0.090 -- --

MAllMUM ALLOWABLE OEFL~CTl~N 1.92000 (IN~ 

OEFLE~TION CONVERGENCE LIH~T 9,00900 CINI 

lNoET~AHINA IE - s!a\Jcll:!RAL ~~ALY..S1S..._ _ _ -- ---· 

· - ---

...... 
N w 



DEFLE~TlON CALCULATION~ 

_. ___ MEMBER __ lOUIT _ 8.£AL_L0AD(KJ -- U.~lT LOAD 
1 i 351.9Jl ·5.625 
z 1 273.4~5 4.s75 
3 _ __ 2 ___ 201.514 _ _ _ •.125 
4 2 138.088 3.375 s 3 a5.zi5 2.625 

- - ·- . -- ~ -- _ J - - -- 44.6~6 ·- -- · 1.875 
7 4 17.431 1.124 
8 4 3. 707 .388 
~ --- __ l - · -351.1~4 . ·- -5.625 

10 1 -212.1to •4.8?5 
11 2 -200.111 -4.125 

_ .. - 12 _ _ ·- 2 -- · ~136.412 __ -3.375 . 
13 3 -03.475 •2.625 
14 3 -~3.104 •l.e?5 
15 4 -16.319 •l.126 

-----16- --" --- ·3.0!3 ____ -.J~2 -
17 11 -3.lt!O .ooo 
18 U -2. 736 -.ooo 
19 u -4.69e • 0oo 
211 o -5.1~3 -.ooo 

- - ----- 21 - ---- · . 0 --- ---- ·6• 772 -- -- •COO 
22 0 -1.2~1 -.001 
23 o •7.dl7 .011 

- - ---- 24 --- . 0---- -4.058 --- - -.483 
2s s -69.0::>1 -.625 
2~ S ~7.B?4 .625 

_________ z1 _ __ ~--- -~3.B!9 ___ _ __ _ •.625 
ze 6 61. 776 .625 
29 1 .5a.35& -.62S 

----· -- -- 30 -- 7 ___ _ 56.019 ·-··-- ·625 
31 e -50.146 -.625 

L(lNJ A(IN2J DEF(INJ OEF INF ~AR 1DENT Ii'IF Pti>l 
144.00 - - 32.10 - ·---;30060524 - - - .0000638• ---- .. ;00005333 
144.oo 32;10 .2024!597 .0000•299 ;oooosJ33 
144.00 23;20 .17791187 .00005325 ;0000•137 
lH.00 - - - 23;20 - ---·.09974935 ---~000029a6 ·- - --- - ;00001+137 ·---
l1oi.oo 1,.;40 .0111~061+ .0000J122 ;00002526 

. 144,00 i4;1+0 ,02&8b64j .00001392 ;oooc2s26 
H~.oo · - · e~2j -- .01102510 --··--,ooooo~r.,8 ---- ;00000516 
144,oo e.23 .ooo8b778 ,00000013 ;00000516 
14~,oo 32~10 ,29997601 ,00006371 ;00005333 

· 11t4.oo -- jz;10 -- ,20149497 --- ,0000"279 - - - ;oooosJ33 
1••,00 23.20 .17667382 ,oooos,ae .0000•137 

. 11t4.oo 23.20 ,09053192 ,00002950 •Oooo .. 137 
H4,00 i4;40 - -- ,07555921 --- ,00003b<t4 ___ ;00002526 
144,QQ 14;40 ,02786850 ,000013•4 ;00002526 
144,00 a;2J ,011os26J ,00000935 ;00000516 

. _. 1114.oo _ _ __ . e ! 2~ ___ • ooo6~4~S ___ ,oooooos& _____ ! 00000516 
· 19,.00 lo,3o •,00000000 •,00000000 0,00000000 

192.00 lo~30 .00000000 ,00000000 0!00000000 
192.00 lo;30 •.OOOOUOOO •.OOOOOOOO o•OOOOOOOO 
192.00 10;30 ,00000001 ,00000000 0,00000000 
192•00 --- 10!30 - - ~·OOOOOO?O ___ •,oooooooo ___ _ Q!OOOOOOOO ___ _ 
192,00 lo.JO .00000339 ,00000000 0•00000000 
192.00 10 ,JO •,ooooe3Jo -,00000004 0;00000000 
192, oo _ . __ 10 ;30 _ __ • 0012seeit ___ ,vooooo&i. ____ .o; 00000000 
240,00 6;48 ,05511760 ,00003544 ,00003513 
240,oo 6,4B ,05413767 ,oooo3•a1 ;00003513 
240,00 5;8b ,115&357~9 ,oooo•oor ;00003942 
240.00 5,86 .05452723 .00003877 ,000039•2 
240,00 5;3I ,0568~402 ,0000•'60 ~cooo•J11 

__ 21to,oo . __ _ 5;3i ___ ,054s~1~3 ___ .0000<+202 _ _ _ _ ioooo•37l 
240,00 .;1~ ,05460589 ,0000•?~0 ,0000•6!7 

32 8 47,354 ,6l! 
-- ---- _ 33 __ _ __ 9 _ ______ -~o.8?5 -·- ... •.625 .. _ 

240,00 4,79 ,05156411 ,oooo•Sz3 ;0000•657 
240,00 . _ ____ .4!30 __ _ ,0491~1~2 ____ .0000•?6• _____ !ooooi.590_ 

34 9 37,875 .625 
35 10 .29.Ho -.625 

--- - 36 - - 10 . -- - ·---26.8'+0 ------ - .625 
37 11 -11.861 -.624 
3~ 11 15.9~9 .6?6 

---- - __ 39_ ---12-- ---·· ·6·178 ___ - ··647 
4o 12 5.0!2 .603 

. - - ____ STRUc!URE OEFLEcT10J.1. AI _POl,NT. ~F ':!NIT. LOAD 

STRUC!URE DEFLECTION lNFLy~NCE PAR~MET;R 

240,00 4,30 ,04555939 .0000<+•15 ,oooo•59o 
240,00 3;09 ,04923453 ,00006639 ;00006348 
240,00 3 ;o9 ,04492392 ,oooo&ose ;00006348 
240,00 - ··-- z;o9 -·-;01tJ9B&SJ··---;·oooosr69 ·- - - ~ooooe325 -
240.oo 2;09 ,03953213 ,ooootHa1 ;ooooe325 
z40,oo __ _ _ l!.S~----'"ou191te.L _ !oooo}~61 ____ i _oooo499e __ .. _ 
240,00 1,S~ ,0162~35~ ,0000~~36 !00004996 -

2!5~002 _JJNL - ----------- -----
,001315~3 

..... 
N 
~ 



- -- __R[~1,s;o O~FLECUON _CAL~ULA.!.ION~ - . 

MEMBER lOENT REAL LOAOl~I UNIT LO~O 
- -··· ___ i . _ i __ _ 351 .931 ____ 5.625 

z 1 213.i.~5 4.e75 
3 z 201.5h 4.12s 

____ - ~- -- - - z __ ____ 138.0~8 __ _ j.3?s 
5 3 B5.275 2.625 
6 3 411.646 l.B75 

-·-·· ____ L ____ 4 _ _ _ i7.431 .. ____ 1.124 
8 4 3. 707 .JBB 
9 1 -351.1~,. -5.6~5 

1i>- ___ _ 1 __ -212. 1?0 . -4.e?5 
11 2 •200.111 •4.i25 
12 2 -136.~l2 -~.375 

- -- -- 13 . __ __ 3. __ ___ _ _ -83.4!5 · - __ •2.625 
1i. 3 -i.3.1011 -1.07s 
15 4 -i6.3l9 -1o126 

---- 16 _ __ 4 ---- -3.0~3 _ _ -.3~2 
11 o ·3.1t10 .ooo 
18 · O -2. 7~6 -.ooo 

_______ 1? ___ o ___ -4.~t8 _ __ __ .ooo 
20 U •5. lt!J -.ooo 
21 O -6. 7?2 .ooo 
22 __ _g __ __ -1.2~1 -___ -.001 
23 o -1.011 .011 
21t o -•.o~8 -.483 
zs ____ s__ -69.0~1 ____ _ -.625 
26 5 67.8ilt 0625 
27 6 -63.849 -.625 

- ---- 2~--- - " - - __ 61.7?<! _ __ _ .625 
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PROGRAM WTD1 RESULTS 

Structure steel volume (in3) 

Structure deflection (in) 

Structure defl. infl. parameter 

Member Modification 

Member 

1,2,9,10 

3,4,11,12 

25,26 

27,28 

29,30 

31,32 

33,34 

35,36 

37,38 

39,40 

Type 

Column 

Column 

Bracing 

Bracing 

Bracing 

Bracing 

Bracing 

Bracing 

Bracing 

Bracing 

Orig. 

32.70 

23.2 

6.48 

5.86 

5.31 

4.75 

4.30 

3.09 

2.09 

1. 56 

Rev. 

47.09 

29.43 

7.57 

7.26 

6.92 

6.39 

5.74 

4.85 

3.76 

2.17 

Initia 1 
77105.3 

2.54002 

0.00132 

New Section 

W 12 X 161 

W 12 X 106 

L 8 X 8 X 1/2 

L 8 X 6 X 9/16 

L 6 X 6 X 5/8 

L 6 X 6 X 9/ 16 

L 6 X 6 X 1/2 

L 6 X 6 X 7/16 

L 5 X 5 X 7/16 

L 4 X 4 X 5/16 

Final steel volume 

Volume increase 

Deflection decrease 

Stiffness increase 

= 

= 

96089.3 in3 

24.6% 

= 

= 

32.3% 

43.94% 

Revised 
94375.5 

1. 91999 

0.00074 

. 2 ·Area ( in ) 

47.4 

31.2 

7.75 

7.56 

7 .11 

6.43 

5.75 

5.06 

4.18 

2.4 

Final member sizes for Design Example 2 are summarized in 

Fig. C.9. Note that although the truss is statically indetermi-

nate, the optimization process converged very quickly. 



W 8 X 28 
(co1umns) 
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L 4 X 4 X 5/16 
(bracing) 

L 5 X 5 X 7/16 

L 6 X 6 X 7/16 

L 6 X 6 X 1/2 

L 6 X 6 X 9/16 

L 6 X 6 X 5/8 

L 8 X 6 X 9/16 

L 8 X 8 X 1/2 

Fig. C. 9 
Fina1 member sizes 
Design Examp1e 2. 
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C.3 DESIGN EXAMPLE 3 

Design Example 3 involves the optimization and subsequent 

analysis of the one-bay eight-story K-braced frame shown in Fig. 

C.10. This problem was initially designed for gravity loads only, 

optimized for drift control by Program WTDl, and then analyzed for 

strength considerations under combined lateral and gravity loads 

using a modified version of the original program. 

Design Examples 2 and 3 are purposely assigned the same struc-

tural dimensions (see Design Example 2) and the same series of 

design loads. At the conclusion of this design, the final structural 

steel volumes for the two examples will be compared, indicating the 

relative efficiencies of the braced frames considering the assump-

tions and approximations employed in each design. 

In Design Example 2, all members that were stress controlled 

by the combined gravity-wind loading case were substantially modified 

by Program WTDl. Many member areas were increased by more than 100% 

over their original strength design areas . For this reason, the K-

braced frame in Design Example 3 was initially designed for dead and 

live loads, and then optimized for drift control using Program WTDl. 

The revised member areas wer.e then checked for strength considerations 

using Program PTAl (Plane Truss Analysis 1), a modified version of the 

original program. A listing of Program PTAl and the modifications 

required to convert Program WTDl to Program PTAl follows this design 

example. 
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Fig. C.10 
K-braced framing system Design Example 3 

GRAVITY LOAD DESIGN 

Loads 

Live 1 oad: 

Dead load: 

80 psf all levels, i ncluding roof 

50 psf all levels. 
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Beam Design 

Assume, as in Design Examples 1 and 2, that the beams and gir-

ders located perpendicular to the braced frames span 25 ft. 

Assume for design purposes that each beam in the braced frame 

is continuous over the interior support {11 two-span continuous 

beam 11
). 

Mmax occurs over the interior support and is: 

1/ 8 ( w) ( L 2) = 2 6 k-ft 

Select W12 with increased area to recognize axial forces from 

wind loading. 

W 12 x 16.5, MR = 35 k-ft, A = 4.87 in2 

Column Design 

Assume the following trial members: 

Level pmax (k) Trial column A(in2) 

7-9 100.75 W 8 X 24 7.06 

5-7 217.75 W 10 X 39 11.50 

3-5 334.75 W 12 X 53 15.60 

1-3 451. 75 W 12 X 65 19.10 

Note that several of these columns are inadequate and will 

have to be increased in either the optimization routine or in 

the final design check . 

Bracing Design 

Maximum bracing member load from floor beam= 19.53 k. 

Assume a wide flange section as areas necessary to limit 

excessive lateral drift may become l arge. 

W 6 X 12, A = 3.54 in2 
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9.0k -+-------0 

Fig. C.11 
Full wind forces 
Design Example 3 
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Fig. C.12 
Structure model 
Design example 3 
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Program WTDl Output - Example 3 
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J=> l" 9v,5~9 .901 113,07 10,31 ,0472~575 ,000020 .. 1 ,0 00026"7 __ _ _ 
3~ 1• -9 o ,~ b9 -,901 173,07 10 ,Jl ,04724515 ,00 00 2047 .0000201+7 

- ·--- )Z 15 ___ _ b2r't..i'----.~Ul 173,1J L ___ 9_.a'! ____ ,1)450~0~6 ,00Q02~47 _ ___ ,,000C251t7 
3'> JS -82,4 77 •, 901 173,07 9•8! ,0450~06& ,00002647 •0000261tf-- -
39 10 7~.3 08 .~01 173,07 9.09 .04162239 .000026•7 ,000026117 

---- ~--1 '· 7v,3i.B.-----.9.oL--~P.o7 _ _ _ _ 9,o~--- -·-04162239 ____ ,oooo2~~L - --- ,cooo26•? ___ _ 
•l 1 7 5t,,7b7 , 901 173,117 e,17 ,03740675 ,00002647 •OO OC Z647 
'" 17 -5 6 ,7 ~7 •,901 173,07 8,17 ,03740675 ,00002647 ,00002647 

- ---~.i_--1 - '4; .5.§2 ___ ~io,,__--1-P.ol----6 . 9.Q... __ ,o31'11447 .o.oo.o?!,7 ,00002647 _ _ 
... 10 -4 o, 5~, -,901 173,07 6•90 ,03161447 ,00002647 !000026117 
"~ 1-i 24.3J 7 , 90 1 173.07 s,35 ,0244~847 ,00002647 ,00002t>47 ____ .,.o.__ __ --ig__ ____ 2. _ _..3.3_L-------..'>111 H-~.ar s .. 3_5. ___ o,~~a.~7 .oooo2.§~ ___ _.·_ooo_o?6•L_ 
47 2v 8 ,112 ,901 173.o7 3,54 ,01232757 ,00002012 ;00002012 
4:, 2~ - e . 112 -,901 1n,01 3,s, ,0123?757 .00002012 !00002012 

REVIS ~~ SfRucTURE OEFL~cTI 0 N ,r P01~, OF ~NIT L0Ao 1!92000 (lNJ 

- -~~ !Ls LQ.~ ~ -n.E.4~ C.tiilt J-l.NEuiE.tii.c..L.p.AliAM.EJ E W • 0 ALlil~9-

ST PJc !U~A~ STEEL ~OLUME 79252, 117 I IN31 

DE;LECizo~ CR1 1ERION SAT1 5rIEO 

..... 
w 
CX) 
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PROGRAM WTDl REVISIONS OF MEMBERS 
Section 

Revised Area 
PALLOW(k) Member ~ Area (in2) New Section ( i n2) 

1,2,9,10 Column 41.85 W 14 X 150 44.1 860.0 

3,4,11,12 Column 24.86 W 12 X 85 25.0 465.0 

17,18 Beam 5.97 W 12 X 22 6.47 139.8 

19,20 Beam 5. 72 w 12 X 22 6.47 139.8 

21,22 Beam 5.46 w 12 X 19 5.59 120.7 

23,24 Beam 5.04 w 12 X 19 5.59 120 . 7 

33,34 Bracing 10. 77 w 8 X 40 11.8 174.6 

35,36 Bracing 10. 31 w 8 X 35 10.30 152.0 

37,38 Bracing 9.84 w 8 X 35 10.30 152.0 

39,40 Bracing 9.09 w 8 X 31 9.12 133.5 

41,42 , Bracing 8.17 w 8 X 28 8.23 99.6 

43,44 Bracing 6.90 w 6 X 25 7.35 82.6 

45,46 Bracing 5.35 w 6 X 20 5.88 65.0 



_ _ ___ DE}IG.N~~J; _J • • l BAY 8 STORY K BRACED TRUSS ______ _ _ 

NUMBER OF JOINTS • 26 

NUMBEROFMEMBERS • ~8 

JOINT XI It-.) Y(lN) XTFlX YJFIX 

1 o .oo o ! oo r-. - --- - 1 
2 192.110 o.oo l l 
3 o.oo 11t1t:oo o o 

··4·---96.00 --,-44·;00 . o - -------- ----- -
5 192.uo 11t1t:oo o o 
6 o.uo 2ss : oo O 0 

---- ·-- 1 --9r;.oo-· ·- ztie:oo -- - o- -- ·o ·------
a 192,uo Zsa:oo o o 
9 u.uo 43z;oo o o 

- - - r o--96. 00--432 :oo cr--------------- ---
11 192.110 . 4J2:oo o o 

"U 
~ 
0 

c.o 
~ 
QI 
3 

12 u,110 576~00 o o 
ll --96.uo - - s rt>:oo · o - - - - o - - - ----------- ---
14 192.uo 516:00 o o 
15 o.uo 720:00 0 0 

"U 
-l 
)> ...... 

16·--·96 .UU -- 7.? 0:00 0 ---,.------- -----
17 192,uO 7.:::0:00 0 0 
le o,uo Bb4 : oo ____ o o 

-- 19 96.UO 8b4e00- 0- -- · o---
20 192.uo a6•:oo o o 
21 o.uo 1oue ; uo o o 

0 
C: 

...... 
rt-

.::,. 

-0 
0 

C: 
rt-

- - ··--· 22 ___ 96. ~o· - · 1ooa : oo · -- ·-i,-- ----- o- ---·-------------
23 192.uo lOlia:oo O o 
24 o uo 11~2:oo o o ------ 2s _ ___ 96 :-,i«r·· --rr~~; o-o- -- -- -a ----·- 11 
26 192.uo 11~2;00 o o 

------- - --

I 

rr, 
X 
QI 
3 
-0 ....... 
CD 

- -~"'E ~B~--~ NO. ~ __ _ LllNl Al1N2_I __ EIKS1I 1DENT w 

l 1 3 144.00 44,10 29000.00 l 
Z 3 b 10:00 44,10 29000,00 l r-- 6 g u4;o-u·--"cs,011·-'.!9000-;o,,__----....---------
• 9 12 10:00 25,00 ~9UUO,OO 2 s 12 15 h•:oo 11,50 ?9 il uo;oo J i ·----,-s a 10:01,-- - u -; so - z9uuo ; uo1------.---------

1 1a 21 144;00 1 .06 29000,ilo 4 
a 21 z• I••:oo 7 ,06 29000,110 4 

- ---- 9- - ---2 s--ro;ott-44; 1 o--- c91100, ~u--- - ; - - ---- ---
1 u s ~ 10:00 44.10 ?9ouo,90 I 
11 a 11 10:00 zs,oo 29000.00 2 - - ---- -,-z 11 ~--i••:oo --z5.oo - ?90110 ; 00----·.,_ ______ _ _ 
1J 14 17 10:00 11.so 29000,ou J 
14 17 20 i.•:oo 11,50 ?90 00,u o J 
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,- , 
u , ~· .... .,, . 
I 
I 

w 
U • 
a: o , 
~ 

I 
I 

00 0 .0 ,0 10 0 oo 001 
O O o O ·::> ::> => ::, ,.Qt:» O 
0'1\00U,OOtn,:,:::tlll . . . . . . . .. . . . 
In N In II\ NII\# N ,4 ·• N 
.... M <# ... 1"1 14' • M ' .... I") , 
It I I I I I I I I 11 

I I 
I I 



1• --- o-·uoo- - · ..... ouo ·- ·--- -· 
15 O• uoo -1ij.ouo 
16 _ __ 0•000 •32.5UO 

·- -··---· n 11. ooo -i.3. 000·-------- ---------
1 s o•uoo ·•3°000 
l9 _____ u•ooo ___ -32.5110 

-·20 0-000 •i+J• ouo- -------------- -
21 0°000 -i.2.suo 
22 o.uoo -32.suu 

------23 0° ooo -112.51ro,- - --------------
2• O•UOO -112.500 
2S 0•000 -32.500 

- 26 o • UDO ·42 .su----------------

APPLIED JOINT LOADS 

JOJNT X FOR~E(K) Y FOR~E(~ t -

3 6.750 •33.750 
i, U.000 -211 0 380 
5 0.000 -33.750 
6 _ _ __ 6. 750 .33. 7SO _ _ _________ ___ _ 

----- -- 1 o; ooo . ·2•.Jao 
8 u.ooo -33, 750 
9 lU.l3o. ____ .J3,0UU 

10 u.ooo -24.380 -
11 0.000 -33,000 
12 ll.250 -33,000 ··--·-... ·13 - ----o. 0 00--- - _24. 390-----
14 U0 000 .Jj,000 
15 13,500 -32.250 
16 o,ooo ··---- .2•.3aO - ·- ----------- - ---· 
17 u.uoo -32.250 
18 13,SOO -32,250 19 _ _ _ _ _ 0" ; 000" -2•. J&o---------------
zo 0,000 -3•?_250 
21 13.500 ____ .31.aao 

- -- -- - - 22- - - -- 0.000 ;.z~.Jao- - ·-
ZJ 0.000 -31.aeo 

----- 24_ 6,750 -31,8~0 
~ 5 0.000 -2!-~3"80 

26 0,000 -31,8~0 

.... 

.;:. 
N 



_ ME"1BER .MlAL f 0RCE ~ Ai~ULA.!_ION~-

ME"1BER A<IN2> CA~E l · cASE 2 
1 44.lO -46z :1so -11 4.207 
2 44.lO -401.sou - - -12 4.t102 
J 2s.oo -340;250 -130.335 

__ ·-- - ·" ___ 25.oo __ -2so:ooo _ -129.020 
5 ll•SU •219!750 •1190267 - ---
6 11• 50 -160!500 -100.140 

_ ___ 1 ____ 7.06 __ •1(,1!250 _ _ • 70.t1B7 - -·-a 7°06 -42!Sou -31.eso 
~ 44ol0 -462!750 •579.973 

1~ 44•10 ••01!500 •477°496 1 i 25 •00 _ _ __ 34U !250 ____ 3B0 •0 ~5---
l2 2soou ·zeo!ouo •2 91.020 

_ _ _ __ 13 11°50 ·Zl9!7SO •210.JYJ 
14 l i-;-so ·16~!500 ____ l4U ,640~ - - -
lS 7o06 ·101!250 -si.olJ 

_ _ _ _ _ lb 7°06 ·42!500 •3l.t180 
17 6047 10 ;833 • 3&~31 - - --
18 6°47 l u!833 . s .t111 
19 6047 10!833 •J2,938 20 - - - -c;; 7.7 ___ 1o!t133 11~0Hz----
21 5.59 1U!833 •3l,2SJ 
22 5•59 10!833 37,377 

- --- ~2r-~ ~~r---io!a33 - - ·2&.74e- --
2~ 5°59 10!833 31•752 
_25 4o87 10!833 -220248 
26 4-;-Q t 1o ~e33 ___ 25. 002 - ---
2 1 4°87 10!833 ·15•498 
28 4.tl7 lO,B33 1t1,2S2 -----ziJ 4~87 10:a3j ___ -8,748 ___ _ 
J O 4087 10;533 1I ,502 
Jl 4ot17 o:ooc -6,750 
32 4,87 -·000___ ,uuu-- - -
33 11,eu .19;530 59 0300 
34 11.eu -19;~30 -e8.6t12 
35 1uo30 .19;530 5l.296 

·- ~ --- 36 10.Jo -19.530 ___ -a?.s91 ----. 
37 10,30 -19:530 47.2i2 
38 10,30 ·19;530 -76,513 
3~ 9°12 -19!530 38,081 

___ _ _ 4~----9~ 2 ·19!53ij ·67•3H2 
41 tlo23 •1 9 •53U ____ 27,9~0 ---
42 t1°23 ·19!530 ·51,241 

--- - - - - ~----J.! ;!5 · l '!c!53Q __ _ _ 1$•7?1 _ __ _ 
44 7°35 -19!530 •45•072 
4S S088 •19:SJU 30603 

_ _ __ j_,~ _ ___ 5.!.l!tl -19:530 •J2o904 
47 3oS4 •19°530 •d,566 ___ _ 
48 3 0 54 -l~:530 .,0 0 735 

t-' 
~ w 
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PROGRAM PTAl ANALYSIS 
PMAX(k) O.K.? 

New Area 
Member ~ Section ( i n2} 

1,2,9,10 Column 580.0 O.K. 

3,4,11,12 Column 380.1 0. K. 

5,6,13,14 Column 219.8 N.G. w 10 X 49 14.4 

7,8,15,16 Column 101.3 O.K 

17,18 Beam 36.3 O.K.(0.77)* 

19,20 Beam 32.9 O.K.(0.75) 

21,22 Beam 31.3 O.K. (0.87) 

23,24 Beam 26.7 O.K. (0.83) 

25,26 Beam 22.2 O.K.(0.95) 

27,28 Beam . 15.5 O.K.(0.89) 

29,30 Beam 8.7 0. K. (0 . 83) 

31,32 Beam 6.8 O.K.(0.81) 

33,34 Bracing 88.7 0.K. 

35,36 Bracing 82.6 O.K. 

37,38 Bracing 76.5 O.K. 

39,40 Bracing 67.4 O.K. 

41,42 Bracing 57.2 O.K. 

43,44 Bracing 45.1 O.K . 

45,46 Bracing 32.9 O.K. 

47,48 Bracing 20 . 7 N.G. W 6 X 16 4. 72 

*Values from interaction equation, AISC Eq. 1.6- lb. 

Beams assumed fully laterally braced by floor system. 
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PROGRAM WTDl AND PROGRAM PTAl RESULTS 

Drift design: 

Structure steel volume (in3) 

Structure deflection (in) 

Structure delf. infl. parameter 

Structure deflection decrease 

Structural stiffness increase 

Strength check: 

Structure steel volume 

Final design volume 

Structural steel volume increase 

(from original design to 

final design) 

= 
= 

= 

= 

= 

Initial Revised 
47960.6 79252.1 

3. 77669 1.92000 

0.00360 0.00104 

49.16% 

96.70% 

81888.1 in3 

83967.4 in3 

75.08% 

In Design Example 3, an increase in steel volume of 75.08% 

above that required for the somewhat inadequate original design 

produced the necessary 96.07% increase in structural stiffness. 

The final volumes of structural steel required for Design 

Examples 2 and 3 are presented below: 

Design Example 2 steel volume 

Design Example 3 steel volume 

= 

= 

96089.3 in3 

83967.4 in3 

A comparison of these two values indicates that the K-braced 

frame, shown in Design Example 3, is the more efficient system for 

the configuration and design loads assumed. 



W 8 X 24 
(columns) 

W 10 X 49 

W 12 X 85 
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w 12 x-16.5 {beam) 
W 6 X 16 (bracing) 

W 12 X 16,5 

16.5 

W 12 X 19 
W 8 X 28 

W 12 X 19 
W 8 X 31 

W 12 X 19 
W 8 X 35 

W 12 X 22 
W 8 X 35 

W 14 X 150 W 12 X'22 
W 8 X 40 

Fig . C.13 
Final members 

Design Example 3. 
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9) remove SUBROUTINE DEFL and SUBROUTINE GROUP entirely. 

A listing of Program PTAl follows. 
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PROGRAM PTAl 

Program PTAl (Plane Truss Analysis 1) is one of many possible 

structural analysis programs derivable from Program WTDl. Program 

PTAl is capable of analyzing braced frames for two individual loading 

cases. Few data file revisions are required to execute this program; 

the data for the second loading case is placed immediately behind the 

first loading case and the deflection information statement must 

be removed. 

Modifications to the original program are~ 

1) revise the PROGRAM 11 NAME 11 statement contained in line 1, 

2) remove the COMMON/INFORME/ and INFORMF/ statements, lines 

6 and 7, and replace them with a DIMENSION statement 

reserving core space for RNN, RN, and !DENT. 

3) remove the NUMID statements in lines 44 and 56, 

4) remove statements concerning the array PA, lines 69 and 

107, and the entire unit load section, lines 92 through 

108, 

5) place the applied joint loads section in a DO loop extending 

from line 78 to line 91, to cycle through the two loading 

cases, and change the AJ statement (line 88) to reflect 

the DO parameter, 

6) remove the deflection criteria section, lines 109 through 

125, 

7) remove the deflection contribution section, lines 212 

through 308, 

8) revise the WRITE statements and required to receive the 

desired output, and 
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Listing of Program PTAl 

_ ____ PROGRAM PTAl lINPUT,OVTPUT,TAPElsINPUT,TAPEZ•OUTPUTI A 10 
CO MMO N /i NF0-RMAi- RT(lt;4; ,SHH(loc,l ,coSTi1001tRTRANS(4,4) A zr 
CO MMON /INFOR M~/ ALEN(1ooi,EllOO)iAA(lOOltSM(4i4l . . A 30 

--··---- -- CO MMON /lNFORMC/ JC(50),KC(5UltIN14) A It~ 
COMMON / lt~FORMDi "s ( 16u,20,·,A.i( lOOtZI ,DJi100,z,-------·-·-- ---·A- so-
DI MENSION ITITLE(8), X(So>, Y(50)t XTFIX15o)", "YTF1X(501 A 64 

__ --- · ___ -- ·-- · ~I ~1 Et. SI ON RNN q 00 I, _!l_N 1_1_00), l~lJJOOlt TEMP 14t4lt SMR (4tltl A ?0 
OI ME. NSIOl'i AMl1tou,z1, Jl'L.f4f,- "OT4r.-AMTl.,- - ~ 80-
REAL LX,LY,~•DEFl>,JTL • . . - A 9U 

___ lQ_ _ ___ _ ____ INTEGER XlflX,yTFlx ______ _ _ ____ A 100 
C - - . ·----------- - · A 110-
C STR UCTURE DATA A lZO 

-- - - _______ .L__ ___ ;.EAu r1, 12s> - nTTl:E - ·- --- ---------------- i- Ui-
15 ~RITE <2•1Z9) IT1TLE A 1Sll 

______ ____ kEAD l 1, l30l NJUit<r,NMEM __________ A 16U 
•RI1E (2tl3li NJOTNT ··· ···----- -------- .- -r,o- --
•RITE. (2,132) NMEM A 199 

... ----- · _____ go 101 1•1,N,,10UH _..,,.___,.,.~ A 1.11 
ZO RE.AO ll,13:3) jN,X(~N1,Y1-JN,;xTifX(JNf;YT~lX1JNI A c!O"U-

101 CO r-, T l NUE . A Zl0 
~RIT C: 12tl31tl __________ _ A zzO 
Do lll2 I"l,Njo1~·-------- - A-· ·z30 --

WRITE (Z,135) _l_,X<.l,1,Y(I),XTF1X(I11YTFlX(ll A Z4U 
___ .lOZ CO NTINUE --- --- - - - - ---- A zsO DO 103 I•l ,NMEloi______ ------ A- Z6()---

REAO ll,136) MtJC(Ml,K~CMl,AA(ll4),E(Ml,10ENT(MI A Z70 
_ lQJ (:Or,,TINUE - .. - - A ZIIU-

wRITE l2tl37l - ---- ·- -------·- ·---- -------·· A- 29Q . 
VOLUME•O•O A JOO 
~O lOli I•l1NMEM ______ A 31Q 

J~z J C(I) . --· -- -·- A JzO -
Kr<..:1<.Cll> A 330 
LX,:X(l'.1'.)•X(JJ) . -· - -·· -- . A JltO LhY(l<K)•Y(JJ) - --- -. - ··- ---·---- ---- • • JSO .. 
ALEN(l)•SQRl(LX•LX•L.Y*L.Yl A 36( 

· - ---- --- - -- ------- \ltH ITE 12,138) 1,JC(l)tl<CClltAL.EN(Il,AA(ll,E(ll,lOENT(ll A 370 
COST< I) aLX/ALEN( 11·· --·------ ~ -- ------·--- · ·· ·-· 390- · · 
SlNTlll"LY/ALEN(II A 390 
VuLUMEcVOL.UME•lAAlll*AL.ENlll) A 40~ 

104 CO NTI NUE - ----- · --·---· 410-
•RIT[ <2•1391 VULUME A 42J 

C A lt30 
C L-OA DI NG OATA ltCiO-
C AP PLIE D JOINT LCIAOS A 450 
L __ N2:2"r.Jo1NT ·- ·----- - _ _ _ _______ ________ ..,A;....._:;~-

D0 lu6 t•l ,2 A 4&0 
. DO 105 J=l ,N2 A lt90 
- . AJ (J,I) s o-;O --------- - - - - - ----- -----+--5-g(j-

l 05 CO NTI NUE A S10 
··-·-- _ l 96 COt-.T 1 NUE A 520 ----- - 00··109 ·N•l,2 __ ___ r-SJO -'-

READ (ltl1tO) NJTL A 51t0 
55 wHITE (2,141) . A 550 ·-- ---- ---------·--111<1 TE (2 ,142)_ _ __________ -. -- -560 -

Do 108 i•l, NJTL A 570 
_ _ ___ . _________ READ '1,l't31_ JN1(JTL(Jl1J•)tZI A 58U 

II R1TE 12,144) ' JR,lJTL.IJl '•J••j21 ---·- ·-·-- A- "590 -·· 
J2•2•JN . . . . . A 600 . 
1Nlll•J2•l A 619 

5 

_ 25 

30 

35 

-- 40 

1t5 

- so - -·---

60 
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C 

A 62U . 
- - -------- ---- ·A- 63u -

A 6i.ll 
A 65U ----------------&60-
A 670 
A 68~ ----------- - ------A- ~~o-

70 C MEM~ER AND STRUCTYRE ~TJF~NE~~ MA!Rl~~s A 7f~ 
A T • -- ----- --- C __ ___ _ IBANO:,;O - -- - ---- . --12u-
A 7JU 00 111 I•l,N2 

00 llU J"l,20 -- 75 ------------ ---- - · s cl ,J),.o.u _ ___ __ _ 
A 740 --------------A- -750 
A 760 

~(L ____ _ 

85 

C 

110 CONTINUE 
111 CO,...TlNUE 

--- 00 114 I'"l,NMOt -- ---- ---
CAL.L. F01H1RT I 11 
CALL FOR'-SM I I I 
-CALL. MUL T IRlRA,,rs ·;.;-4,Stf,4,r.yf:,wr 
~ALL MULt ITtM~,4,!tRT,4,~,SMR~ . 

C -- STIFFNESS MATRIX -?fOR~Gc·------------
C 

A 770 
----. ·790 A 790 

A aoo 
---- A --- Bl O - -

A ~2~ 
A 63 11 

--- . - 840 • eso 
CALL INDEX I 11 A 860 - ------ ·--- ----· llO 11) J=l,1+ --------------------- ------ - .- · 570 

JJ"INIJI A 88u 
DO 112 K•l ,,. A 890 

90 - -- -- -· Kt<.=lN(t<.I , ______ ·- -- - -- - -- ·- --- ·-------- ---- ----- - A- 900 
IF IJJ,G!,KK~ GO TO 112 A ~10 
KKcKK•JJ• 1 A 920 
IF I KK, GT ~T&AflO, ANO. SMR "( J-iJT;NE;o-. o, re-.Ntr.K~- · A· 930 
SIJJ,KKl•StJj,KKi•SHRIJ,K) · - . . A 94U 

112_ __ CONTINUE - · A 950 
113 CONTINUE ---- ---- ----------- - -- -. --- 960--· 
114 COt-.TlNUE A 970 

N4s4•NI-IEM A 91!0 
-------- ··- - 00 ll6 1•r,2-- ------------• - ~~~-
10 0 00 l l S J" l , N'+ A l O OU 

AM(J,I):ao .,o A 1010 ---·- ------·rrs- CONTINUE-- --"---- ----------- A-,-ozii -
116 ~O,...TlNUE A lOJU 

C A 1040 
lvS c - ---S- Al·W--AT ·eoOI-IOliRYCO'Nl!ffi"Olil'IWITIJ'rarruNr--------------1osO-

C A 106U 
RFAC=1,0E•60 A 1070 

-- DO 120 I"l°,NJO-INT -------------------~,oeo·-
12•2•1 A 109U 

110 IF (YTFIXll1.EQ.OI GO !Q_!_lB A 1100 
- S ( I 2, 11 ;:HFAC ---- --------------,.- 11"10 ---

00 117 J=l,Z A 112ii 
__________ _ AJ(I2tJl•U,0 A 1130 

117 CoNTJ t.. UE - - ------ -A- uc;o--
115 118 IF (XTFIX (I I •EQ,ol GO To 120 A 11sO 

ls z.;.1 . . A 116~ - -------------- ~trL l)•HF~~ - A' 1170 --
00 119 J•l,2 A ll8U 

____ _ ___ AJ(ll,Jl•ll•O A 1190 --- 'iflT- · coNTINUE _ __ __ ---- ----- - - - ----- •,200·--· 
120 ~ONTlNUE A l21U 

A 1229 
120 

C 
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- ·---- __ ~~Ll,. _SOLV~ J ~JOl_N_!_tIBA . ..cNc;..Oc....l _______ _____________ ~A 123U C . .. 12itu--
C MEMBER END ACTIONS A 1250 

__ __ C ___ _____ . . .. .. . . ·--- -~------ - ·- ----- A 126U 
oo 124 Na1,2 r121!r-

oo 123 I•'l 1 NMEM A 1260 
__ _ __ ___ __ ______ CALL INO~X ( [)_ --·--- A __ 1l329oo~-

D0 121 IA:1,4 
M= IN ( 1 Al A l 310 
OIIA>=OJIM,Nl A 1320 

CONTINUE - . ·-·-· - ·-·---- A lJJO" ·-

125 

130 

121 
CALL FORM~M Ill A 1340 

l35 .... _ _ ________ CALL FORMHT U I A 13SU 
CALL ~ULT (SM,4t4,Rlt4t4,fE)fp A" .. 1360-

HO 

145 

150 __ 

155 

160 

i22 
123 
124 

CALL MV~T <TEMPi1t,1tio,,,1,AMT> A 1jfQ 
DO 122 [A•ltlt A 138U 

M•4 11 ([•ll•IA . ------- A 1j90·--
AMlM1Nl•AMIM•Nl•AMT!lAl A 1460 

CONTINUE . . A l4lU 
CO NTl•,UE - - A 1420 -

CO ~TlNUE A 1436 
DO 125 1=1 ,NMEM A 144U 

RNN <1>c:o,o - - - "A 1450 --
RN(l l"0,0 A 1460 

.125 CO hTlNUE A 1470 co l<'.!, M=l,NMEM _ _______ -··· A"1480- -
L"4" (M-1) •3 A l49U 
RNJ,j(M ) =AM (L, l L . --- - A 1500 Ht\, (M)»AM(L,2) -- . ---·- ----·-. -· --------- --- ·- --- --- - - - A· 1510 ·-

126 COhl I NU E A 1520 
• Hlft. <21!1+5) A 1530 
~RI It. <2• 1461 - -- ·· - ···. - · ·-·····-···· ·--- A ·15.,0 - -
uG 121 1•1 ,NMEM A 155U 
_ wh !Tf; !2•147) I,AAlI) ,RNN(II ,RNIII A 1560 - ---- 127 COhl lNUE . . . . . . - ... .. -· -· ·-- ·- - · ---·· ~ 15?0 ·- · 

c A 1ssu 
_ _128 FOPMAT lBAllll ___________ _ _ A 159Q 

129 F 04M AT ( lHl ,111,2 f x,6Alo) · ----------- -- AH00-
130 FO~Ml'T (215) • A 1610 
13 1 FO? MAT (1H 0 •20 Xt l9HNUM~ER OF JOINTS •,IS) A 1620 
132 FORMA T (1H0 ,2u x ,- 19HNOM BER 0F - ~EMS£RS •tlS- --1630·-
133 FORMAT (I5t2flo,2,21si • . . A 1640 

lbS - · ···--··· J3 4 ~ORMAT 11H0,//•21X, SHJ0INT,5K, 5HXIINI ,SX, SHY(INI ,SX, 5HXTF1 A 1i,'51) p, sx , .. 5HYTF1x;1, ··- --· - - . · ··- ,ti60- . 
135 FORMA T (21X,I5,2F10,2t2Il0) A 167~ 

_ __ __ 136 FOR MAT l3I 5, 2Fl0•2,I5l ·nn-=----=-~ A 1680 . . i 3 7 ~-OR MAT -, lHO, //, 21X, . ·- bHME1'18El{,6)(,- - 4ffJENOT6X-,~l'IENDt 5X, SHt;t1N'J--A .. 169i)--:-
l t 4lo., 6HAlIN2lt'tXt 6HElKS1lt5X, 5H1DENTt/l . A l70U 

138 FORMAT l21Xol6,2llO,Jfl0,2,I10l . A l71U 
. - -·- -- - 139 F OJCMt.T <iHO ,zox, · 23 HS TRUCTURA L ST'E"EC°. Y--OCUMr.-v.FTU~-71·-1720--. 

140 FORM AT (15) • . . . • A 17JU· · · 
____ __ ____ __ _ _ _j 4\ FOJ:;'"1AT l lHO,l ltclX, l'IHAPPLIEO JOINT LOADS) A 11'.0 

175 142 ~OF<MAT . ( lHo ,2ox,s·HjOIN"T;5x,roi:ix,0Rcnrq,5x, lUHY FORCEllffi7,- A .. l7SO'-
l43 FORMAT ,I5,2F10,2l .. . . • • . A 1766 

__ ________ ___ 14;_ f_ORMA Ll.?l~ ,J_ 5_,_2F l~.!.~l ____ ~~~-, -'"~'7'"'.,...,....,...."T.,....,....,------- ·A l 71~ 
1',S FORMAT (lHOt//tii:lX, JlHMEMBER AXIAL F'D"RCE CALCULA1IONS1 ~- nso--
146 FORMAT tlHOt20X, 6HM~MBER,SX, 6MA,INZl,7Xt - 6HC~SE 1,TX~ 6~CASE A 17~~ 

.ll!O .. ___ ___ ..l 2) __ ---· A 1800 
147 FOR MA T ii1x·,I6,Fff:z,?Fl3!3I ,aio--

A 182~ 
A 11P~ 

170 

C 
~NO 
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suaROUTINE FORMHT (Ml ~~~ ~~~------- 8 10 
CO MMON 1lNFOkMAt AT<4•4>,S1NT1100>,co·S111ool,RTAANS14,4> ir-----zu- -oo IOI 1'"1,'- . .. . - . . - . . 8 JU 

__ _ _ _______ _ QO l v l J'"l! .4 _________ 8 40 
5 Rf<l,Jl'•OeO -so--

1 O l CO"' TI t,, UE 8 6U 
·--------·- ___ CT=C OST(M) __ ----- - - ---------- 8 7U ST=SlNT(M) ·- - - - - ---e-- so--

Rl (ltl l =CT 8 90 
10 ___ ___ RT12,2l:CT______ _ ___ _ _ __ B IOU 

RT (3tJ) aCT - - ·----- -------- -- - - B 110 · --
F<T !1t,4)•CT B 120 

__ ___________ _ _ RTll•Zl_sST__ ________ _ _ _____ __ . B lJU 
RT 13, 4 l •ST lr ...... llt~--

15 RT(i2,tl•·ST B 150 
___ RT(1t,3l•·ST_ 8 le,0 c --- -- ---- - ·--- - -·----- ------ ------ - --- -- ·e 11u -

C ROTATION MATRIX TAANS~0S£ 8 180 
_____ - - - '--- _ .. -- -··· . . • B 190 
20 r,o H2 1•1t4 -zot:-

oo 102 J•1,• e ziii 
-- - -- - . ...... --- l oz ·co,-Jrno~~ I ,J, J.L!.IUllu'_I _ __ __ _ - - - --- --- - --- - t-{§~-

. RE TU RN 8 i!i+O 
2? C . _____ _ _ _____ _____________ 8 ZS0 

. END e-2~~ 

SUBROUTINE MULT CA,MAtNAtB,MBtNB,CI 
___ _ ___ .;::LIIME "'SlON A 14,41, 8 Cltt41 t c°f~l-

00 102 I"'ltMA . - . 

5 
___ _ _ _ QO_ 1(,, 2 J.•l 1NB 

SUM"U•O 
DO loi L•l,NA 

C 10 - ------ --- --- c--zfr-
c JU 
C 40 so- --
c 6u 
C: 70 _ __ . _ _ ___ __ SUMaSUM•AI I ,1.1_•~ (Lt JI 

101 CONTINUE -~ -~ - --···- - -------------- c-- -eo-
c 90 C II tJl•SUM 

_ lQ_ _ _ . _ _lQ_LCOt, TH,W..E. 
RETURN 

C 100 ---c - 110---
C . c uo 

_ __ ..;;f."'N"-_________ __________ __________ C:::.........:.1:..::~c.eQ_ 

·-·--- --- - ------·--- - -
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_ __j ______ SUBROUTINE FORMSM 1141 D 10 
COMMON /INFORMS/ ALENllOOl ,E llOOi-,u 110011SMl4- ,-4~)--------- o·-co -
AL=AL.EN (Ml . . D JO 

__ ·- · ______ A: (A A (M) •E !'11J..L=A-L___ 0 i,i) 
5 IJO l li l 1al,1t -v- 5Q -

DO llll J•l,4 . D 60 
- - - - - - SM 11, JJ _a_Q..,.Q____ 0 7U 

101 ~Of'<TINUE -o- -eo -
SM(ltl)aA O 9U 

- lO ···--· -·-·--- ~~lt:51:~A-------··--·- ·- -. --- ----------~-----·--- g H~ 
SM(J,l)a•A O 120 ... c ···- l' ETURN _ __ ___ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ %--l-!~ 

15 ENO 

- . --- - ----

- -·-- ------ - - -------- -

l SUBROUTINE INDEX IM) 
··---- - - - COMMON- / l N•""'F-=0:-RM=ccCc..c/~ ,}"'C""c~S~~ l- ,- K~~~I ' ~ltlN 14) 

JJsJC(MI 
___ . - - ··. _ _ _ _ __ .M=IIC (MJ _ ___ _ 

5 J2=2• J J 
112:2•1<1< 

_________ I NIZl_~_J2 __ ___ _ 
lN(llcJ2•l 
IN (ltl •1<2 

10 __________ IN I Jl •Kz:j ____ _ 

O 15~ 

E 10 ------ ~ ?o---
E JO 
E 'iO 
E-SO 
E 6U 
E 70. r - ao·- . 
E 90 
£ 100 -- r - 110.-- . -~ETU~N C E 120 

--- - -~·~N~ _____________________________ E q_t_ __ 

. - -·--·· - ·---------------------- --- ----------------
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_ __ l _ _ --- - - -~SUBROUTINE SOLVE INJOlNT ,IBANO) 
_ OMMON ·i I°NFORMD/ ~ c 1 o·o ,20 > ,AJJloo ,21 ,DJ <100, 21 

C 

F 10 
· F--2u-
F jo 
F 40 --- - ----------- -,.--- 50·--~----"---~A USS I AN E 1..i M IJiAJJ.O)'l ____ _ 

S C 
t,EQs2*NJOINT F' 6U 

_____ - -- · ___ NEQ l :s r.; Eo•l F 70 
00 l u5 I=l, N[Q l -- - ------- - ------ -,.- eO ·-

DlAG:S(lill F 9<) 
__ j_Q __ ________ JENO:NEQ•l•l F' lOU 

IF (JEND,GT,iSANDI .. JENDalSANO F -·110 -

15 

20 

_ 25 -·-

30 

35 

00 103 J:2,Jt:.NO . F 120 
J R011=I•J-l F 130 
FAC•S1l

1
JJ/0IAG - -------'-----------,.- -140--

JCOL"O F' 150 
___ _ _ DO 101 K•J,JENO F 160 

·- -·· JCOL•JCOL+ l ---- ·- ·-- - - ------- - --· F' T70- -
S<JR0~1JCOLl•S(JROW1JCOLl•S<l,Kl*F'AC F 180 

101 CONT !NUE - . . . . F 190 -- - ·-· - oo io2 K::s~-----·- - · F' - 200 -
AJ(JROw,K)•AJ(JROw,K)•AJII,Kl•FAC F 210 

C 
C 

- ~ 

CONTINUE . - . - F 220 
~1I,Jl"FAC ___ --- ----·-- .• ··-·-·--·----------- F ·- 230 - -

CO NTI NUE F 24U 
DU 104 K"'l,2 F 250, 

102 

103 
. AJ(l11\l:AJ(r.K17 0IAG_____ F 260 - -

lo• CONT!l•UE . F 27U 
I .OS CON f l NUE F 280 00 l<i6 K'"l •2 . ------- .. - -- -- F' 29U 

AJ( NE01Kl•AJ(NEQ,K)/SINEQ1ll F' 300 
106 fON T 1NUE . , F 31U 

-- F jzu 
SACK SUBST!TUTtUN F 33~ 

F 340 
-"Cd ·lu 9 K'"l •~ ··-·-··---· ·- --- - ----- F ·350 

OJ(NE0,K)~AJ(NEQ,Kl F 36u 
00 108 I'"l,NEQl . F 370 

· ------ J ROw =NE Q•l · - ------------ ---- ·-- ,. . · 38U --
JE ND•NEQ-JROW+l F 3 ~0 

_ _ ~O___ __ lF I J£NO,<,T, lbANO) JENO•lBAND F 400 
. ". RH5 3 AJIJRUW•Kl ---- - -------- - ----- -----,.-- 41(} - -

00 107 JaZ 1JEN0 F t+ZO 
JCOL•JHO~•J·l ~ 43U 
Rt1S"AHS•Sl JAOW 1J) •DJTJcot,Kr- , --,.i;o-- -

107 CONTINUE - . - . . F t+SU 
DJIJROw,K)•AHS F '+6~ 

108 CONTINUE° ·- - - - - - - -·-·--------- ··-- r --..tu -
109 COt-, TINUE F 1+80 

- ~E:TUR ~ F 490 --c-- -,.-~o-o--
r: Sl~ 

45 

so 
END 

- - . .. - --·------- --
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